No decision on CSUC budget until July
by Russ Fuug
A final decision on the CSUC 1981/82 budget is not
expected until July I, the start of the new fiscal year,
according to Boyd Home, an assistant chief for CSUC
budget and planning.
Horne said the legislature is still hearing testimony
on the upcoming budget, with particular emphasis on
how a $10 million reduction will affect the system.
The $10 million reduction is necessary to help
balance the state budget and will influence the total
CSUC 1981/82 fiscal package.
Because the reduction is still being discussed, it is
not known how the $10 million cut will be distributed
throughout the 19 CSUC campuses, including SJSU.
"Until all that’s completed, we won’t know the
impact," Home said.
He predicted, however, that a reduction is bound to
be felt by the system since, "you can’t take $10 million
dollars away and not expect problems,"

The CSUC Board of Trustees had requested a total
of $1.1 billion for such needs as support, capital outlay
and salary improvement.
According to John Foote, dean of academic planning, SJSU’s 1981/82 allocation from the trustees is
nearly $67 million.
This represents an increase of $220,600 from last
year’s overall budget of $66,590,148 as listed in a general
fund expenditure sheet.
Foote said until the $10 million dollar reduction is
assessed, it will be hard to know the consequences on
the 1981/82 SJSU budget.
He said the Chancellor’s Office, in consultation with
other campuses, would decide the most apprropriate
places to cut dollars.
Foote added that even the specific amount of the
1981/82 budget is questionable, since the final format is
affected by both the legislature and governor.
In presenting his proposed budget to the legislature

on Jan. 12, Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr. recommended
$958 million for support and capital outlay.
Of the total 1981/82 budget, $936.6 million has been
earmarked for support of CSUC programs, faculty and
services.
CSUC Chancellor Glenn Dumke said in his Jan. 28
report to the trustees that this amount is only two-tenths
of one percent more than last year, despite an inflation
increase of more than 10 percent.
An aide for the Senate Finance Subcommittee on
Post Secondary Education said the committee is
examining the $936.6 million support portion of the
budget and would discuss the $10 million reduction next
Monday.
"I don’t know which direction the committee will
take on the reduction issue)," he said. "They could ask
almost anything."
He said the subcommittee will hear testimony from
representatives from the legislative analyst’s office,
CSUC system and the State Department of Finance.

Home said 14 proposed items before the legislature
suggest ways of dealing with the $10 million reduction.
tion.
The major one, he said, would raise non-resident
fees to an amount that could absorb $6.2 million of the
total reduction.
Currently, non-resident students pay $2,160 per year.
Horne said the proposed item would increase fees to
$2,835 a year. This is beyond an already projected fee
increase of $180 for 1981/82.
Concurrently, the Assembly Ways and Means
Subcommittee on Post Secondary Education is also
evaluating the 1981/82 CSUC budget.
In May, both houses are expected to incorporate
their proposals into budget bills that will be sent to a
joint conference committee. This committee will then
forward an amended budget to the governor.
The aide said Brown would sign a final budget into
effect on July 1.
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Students get more time

New, continuing students can enroll
early under rolling registration plan
by Jeff Davis
New and continuing SJSU
students will have two months to
register for classes as a result of a
new policy being instituted this
semester.
"Rolling registration" will give
prospective students interested in

attending the university a chance to
enroll earlier than at any other
college in California, according to
Jerry Houseman, Deputy Director
of Admissions and Records.
Extension of the registration
period, to run from April 27 to July
31, allows continuing students to

A.S. program board
dips into reserves
by Stacey Stevens
The Associated Students program board has borrowed $13,800 from its
reserve fund because it does not have enough money to produce an upcoming
rock concert starring the rock group Ambrosia.
The concert, coming Wednesday at the San Jose Center for the Performing Arts, will cost the board approximately $17,000 to produce.
Up until the time the $13,800 was taken from the reserve fund, the board
had only $6,600 in its contemporary art budget to pay for the concert.
The board has lost approximately $21,900 on rock concerts since last
semester.
The reserve fund, made up of profits from previous programs held over
the years, now has only $3,300 according to the A.S. business office.
At the beginning of this school year the board had 816,800 in its reserve
fund.
According to William Rolland, director of the program board, it is not
his job to make money on concerts. However, he said, "I would not allow the
program board to run into a hole."
Rolland said the board looks at audience turnout rather than profit to
measure the success of a concert.
The recent U2 concert had a packed audience, yet no admission was
charged, he said. It cost approximately $1,350 to put on the show.
The reserve money is being used mainly because the Ambrosia concert
is a money-maker, Rolland said.
see BOARD page 3

wait until after finals before
deciding on a class schedule for the
following semester.
The previous policy allowed a
three week period for advanced
registration.
Rolling registration gives
everyone involved more time for
course registration, Houseman said.
The new process will include a
changed format for orientating
prosepctive students to the campus
on new student advising day.
In the past, advising day took
place on a Saturday when most
student service facilities are closed
or at minimum operating capacity.
Holding new student orientation
on Saturdays led to what Houseman
called the "day of disaster" on June
21, last year.
Faculty members participating
in orientation programs on advising
day filed formal letters of complaint
with the office of executive vice
president, objecting to what they
considered haphazard planning.
Disgruntled faculty members
complained about lack of seating
room and prospective students were
grouped in over-crowded rooms.
The Spartan Bookstore was also
closed and class schedules could not
be purchased.
"A lot of new students want to
see the activity that goes on during
the week on campus," Registration
coordinator Linda Tomasso said.
"In general, there were a lot of

lost and angry students last year,"
Houseman said.
The Admissions and Records
Office has wanted to change
registration time periods for years,
but until recently has lacked the
academic backing needed to make
such a decision, according to
Houseman.
After the "day of disaster," the
Academic Senate met and decided to
supply the backing Admissions and
Records personnel needed to make
changes in registration policy.
"Credit for the original idea
should go to the Academic Senate
and its chairman, Roy Young,"
Houseman said.
As a result of last year’s
problems, new student advising day
will now take place on a Friday
when student service facilities like
the Spartan Bookstore and Student
Union will be open.
"We’re interested in making a
good impression on incoming
students," Houseman said.
"The biggest problem with
having New Student Advising Day
on a Friday is that we’ll have to
work around classes in progress,"
Tomasso said.
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Prof. William Gustafson introduced a motion in the academic
senate. The resolution condemns the trustee -mandated posttenture review.

The event most heavily
responsible for promoting rolling
registration is declining enrollment,
Counselor Lowell Walter said.
"We want to make it possible for
students to register for classes
much, much earlier," he said.
see REGISTRATION page 8

Academic Senate
says peer review
Rally held in honor of slain archbishop is ’unacceptable’

by David Saraceo
The University Committee in
Solidarity with El Salvador held a
rally and march in memory of
assassinated Archbishop Oscar
Romero Tuesday night that began
on campus and ended at a church
downtown.
Romero, a leader of the Catholic
Church in El Salvador, was shot and
killed while serving mass on March
24, 1980.
The evening began with a rally
featuring music by Mark Levy, a
political activist and musician.
Levy played and sang "Pre-War
Blues" for 70 people in the S.U.
Ballroom. The audience joined in by
clapping and responded with loud
applause when he finished.
Members
of supporting
organizations gave short speeches
and messages of support to the
group.
Zizwe Karam, a member of the
All African People’s Revolutionary
Party, urged the support of all
people in protesting intervention of
the United States in El Salvador.
"People must take responsibility or they are against our cause
in El Salvador," Karamo said.
He maintained there is strength
in numbers and said, "If it wasn’t
for the struggle of the people, we
would not be here today."
Jim Babb, a representative
from the Peace Center, said "Archbishop Romero was silenced, but
as lang as there’s people like you,
these things can be stopped."
Franklin Wood, a committee in
solidarity member from St.
Patrick’s Church, said Romero
"gave great hope to the people of El
Salvador."
"He had a lot of courage to take
the positions he did on behalf of the

by John McNicholas
The SJSU Academic Senate
passed a resolution Monday that
condemned the trustee-mandated
reviews of tenured faculty as
"unacceptable."
The trustees have directed that
all tenured faculty be evaluated by
their peers and students every five
years and set down the criteria by
which they will be judged.
According to the Higher
Education Employer-Employee

Sicular also said he doesn’t
oppose currency in the field, but
does oppose a "publish or perish"
directive.
Some faculty fear the currency
stipulation will focus attention on
research and publication rather
than effective classroom performance.
An unfair labor charge was filed
last June by the faculty union,
United Professors of California, to
halt the imNementation of the

’The initial agreement... was that
files wouldn’t be kept’ -- Sicular
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Members of Committee in Solidarity with El Salvador display rally banner in S.0 Ballroom.
peasants, illiterates, unemployed,
semi -unemployed," Wood said. "But
he talked too much and was killed."
Group leaders and speakers at
the rally presented the audience
with bits of informahon about the
support their position has received
throughout the county.
Members of the groups praised
each other after a speaker announced organizations in the area
had raised almost $7,500 for a full page advertisement in the San Jose

Mercury. The ad appeared in the
paper Tuesday on the back page of
the local section.
Wood, from the Sacred Heart
committee, said it took three to four
weeks to raise the money.
The group said support was
"getting stronger every day" and
that community support was also
growing.
"We are determined not to have
another Vietnam," Wood said.
"We’re moving quickly in terms of

organization. We’re having marches
and educational events and people
are really getting into it."
’fhe organization will hold an all day educational event on El
Salvador April M in the Student
Union.
Wood said the groups and
faculty members are planning the
event and
.s an excellent
educational experience for people
that don’t know what’s going on in El
Salvadoi ."

Relations Act, setting criteria for
evaluation of employees is the "joint
responsibility" of the CSUC Board of
Trustees and the system-wide CSUC
Academic Senate.
The resolution states that the
trustees acted "unilaterally" in
adopting the procedures and
requirements for the reviews.
The CSUC Academic Senate
passed a resolution last January
calling on the trustees to repeal
certain portions of the post-tenure
review policy.
The senate objected to the
stipulation making "currency in the
field," or being up-to-date on new
developments in the subject, part of
the evaluation criteria. The senate
also objected to the stipulation that
the review summaries be placed in
the faculty member’s personnel file.
"The initial agreement with
Robert Tyndall acting vice chancellor for faculty and siaff affairs)
was that files wouldn’t be kept,"
said Academic Senator George
Sicular, a professor in the Civil
Engineering Department.

review, according to UPC
representative Vince Russel.
A hearing was held earlier this
month, Russel said, but a decision
has not yet been reached by the
Public Employment Relation Board
officer who heard the case, Russel
said
The faculty union contends that
the review policy’s implementation
procedures should be a matter for
collective bargaining.
A vote on collective bargaining
for CSUC faculty is scheduled for
this spring.
The establishment of the
reviews before the vote is seen by
some as an attempt by the trustees
to consolidate their power before
collective bargaining is instituted.
Neither the SJSL nor the CSUC
senates’ resolutions are binding on
the trustees. President Gail
Fullerton has directed department
heads at SJSU to submit their
department’s guidelines for the
reviews by March 30.
The trustees’ deadline for
review guidelines is April 1
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Editorial

Andy Arias for VP
Editor’s note:
The editorial board of the Spartan Daily recently had
opportunity to meet with most of the candidates running
for Associated Students executive positions. Today we are
presenting our endorsements for vice president and
controller. Our choke for president and our opinion on the
controversial ballot proposals will appear tomorrow.
We recommend a vote for Andy Alias, Students for Action, Access
and Accountability’s candidate for A.S. vice president.
Arias demonstrated to us that he has a much better grasp of the
issues than either of his opponents, Patricia Martinez of A Fresh Start
and Linda Valdez of Students for Change.
Arias undersands that a leader must do more than just win an
election.
While Se! V iug a, an academic senator, and currently, as director of
academic affairs, Arias has worked hard for SJSU students.
The other two candidates have neither the experience nor the understanding of how the A.S. works to risk a vote. They are critical of the
current student government but offer only vague alternatives.
We feel Arias is the clear choice for AS. vice president.
We are, however, not making a recommendation for the position of
controller. We cannot recommend a vote for either Ranjan Charan,
Students for Action, Access and Accountability; Ronald Hobson, Students
for Change; Ed Kochanowski, Independent Republican Party; or Angela
Osborne, A Fresh Start.
Charan represents the very problem that currently exists in the A.S.
Charan has a very special cavalier attitude about the duties of the
A.S. He appears to believe the student fees belong to the A.S., not the
students.
This is exemplified by his casual response that the special allocations
committee this semester spent "only $80,000."
Charan also opposed the Automatic Funding Initiative because he
feels it takes away the students’ say as to how their funds are used.
Whether one favors or opposes the initiative, it is obvious to us that the
initiative is a clear case of the students having a direct voice in where
their money goes.
Charan also seems to think leadership means taking controversial
stands and being outspoken. Leadership is much more than this.
A leader can develop new solutions to problems and find ways to
implement them. Charan appeared to us to be long on rhetoric and short
on new ideas.
But, while we do need a change, A Fresh Start candidate Angela
Osborne is just too fresh. She seems to know little about the issues involved to be considered a serious candidate. She does not demonstrate a
basic understanding of the job of controller.
Osborne does feel the A.S. currently maintains an "ivory tower"
image and doesn’t deal with student-related issues. She points to the
Coors boycott and the funding of the University Committee in Solidarity
with El Salvador as examples of this.
However, Osborne offers only general solutions and a limited
knowledge of the issues. She even admits to knowing very little about the
plan to increase the IRA fund.
Hobson and Kochanowski don’t appear to be serious candidates.
Neither one responded to the editorial board’s offer to hear their
arguments despite ample and repeated offers. We feel if they are this
uncaring in their campaigns, their job performance would only reflect
this.
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Mercury -- give back ’John Darling’
let us have more of ’Uncle Duke’
in 1975 when it was awarded the editorial cartoon prize.
Also, the amount of dialogue that goes on between the characters in the
strip requires that it be given more space than other strips.

Richard de Give
Malt Writer

The recent changes made on the comic pages of the
San Jose Mercury leave much to be desired.
The changes have been made over the past two
months in the contents and layout of the page.
Two strips, "Rick 0’ Shay" and "John Darling"
were dropped in favor of "Mayor Mudge" and a strip
based on the TV show "Dallas."
"Rick 0’ Shay," a strip based on the Old West, was
dropped by the syndicate that distributed the strip to newspapers across the
country.
The paper decided to stop carrying "John Darling," a strip about a TV
talk show host, they said in a story explaining the changes in February.
Now, I loved reading "John Darling." I could not bear to see it replaced
by the trash found in "Dallas."
I have been assaulted too many times with the "Dallas" craze. I really
did not care who shot J.R. I really enjoyed the time between the running of
the "Who shot J.R.?" episode in the East and when it was shown in
California, running up and down the halls of my dorm yelling, "Kristen did
So, out of protest of the loss of "John Darling" and because I cannot
stand "Dallas," either on television or on the comic page,! have not read the
strip.
But, to add to my agony, the Mercury has been running the Sunday
version of "John Darling" in its pages ever since the weekday version was
dropped.
Why is the paper doing this to me and the many other fans of "John
Darling" (and all my fellow "Dallas" haters) in the Mercury’s circulation
area?
Something like the tricks the Mercury are pulling on us "John Darling"
fans is akin to the old Army joke about telling a man his mother has died
("All right, all of you men with mothers take one step forward. Not so fast,
Johnson").
While I am discussing the Sunday paper, I would like to know why there
is so much advertising in the Sunday comic section?

Many times, I have been tempted to borrow my grandmother’s
magnifying glass so I could read the latest ramblings of Uncle Duke or
Zonker on Saturday morning.
I do all right with the pictures. It’s just that the words are so crammed
together by the reduction process that I cannot make all of them out
and my doctor said my eyes were in excellent shape when I
sometimes
saw him last.
So, now that I have made my complaints known to the public, I can only
hope that the many thousands of "John Darling" and "Doonesbury" fans out
there will march on the Mercury offices and join me in protest of these
changes in the strips.
Editors of the Mercury, the ball is in your court.
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There is enough commercialism in the world already. Can we not be
given a respite from it in the comics?
The layout change that! mentioned occurs on Saturday only. I already
know that nothing can be done to enlarge the strips in the paper.
On Saturdays, a single edition of both the Mercury and News are
published, which is a mixed blessing.
I can read "Hagar the Horrible," "Shoe," "Eek and Meek" and all the
other humor strips I do not see during the week.
But, since "Mayor Mudge" is carried in both papers, they do not put it on
the News’ page.
Instead, they have taken "Doonesbury" off its spot on the feature page
and put it in "Mayor Mudge’s" position on the News’ page.
Now, "Doonesbury" deserves to be set apart from the rest of the strips.
Its humor, satire and political flair for the jugular have made it unique
in the history of cartoon strips, which was proved by the Pulitzer committee
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I WANT NOLA TO VOTE

Forget theories
get out and vote
Editor:
Why the hell should I vote?
Good question...
People seem to have essentially
three perceptions of the Associated
Students. They see A.S. as either
political, academic or "school
spirit" oriented. I call these the
"radical," "book -worm" and "rahrah" fallacies.
The "radical" theory pegs A.S.
as, depending on your point of view,
either far left or far right.
The "book-worm" hypothesis is

that A.S. is the "psuedo-intellectual
elite" of the university...a collection
of class smacks from every
department in the university, the
valedictorians or the dirty rat next
to you in your 9:30 class who raises
the curve.
Finally, the "rah-rah" would
postulate that A.S. is a sand-box
government primarily interested in
bands, parties, greeks and dormies.
This theory could also be termed the
"it’s just like high school"
argument.
Yes, student government is
political. But politics goes far
beyond the controversies that
surface in the paper. Politics also
include talking and writing to
campus and system administrators,
local, state and federal representatives and representing the needs of
this campuson campus issues like
tuition, campus safety, financial aid
and important off-campus issues
like the development of the neighborhood, the drilling planned on the
California Coastline, and expressing
our concerns over the increase in
racial violence nation-wide.
Yes, student government is
academic. But the people involved
aren’t necessarily honor student

types. They’re students just like
yourself. How they do get involved in
academics is by working to influence academic policies that affect
us allbecause if there’s nothing else
we all have in common, we all are
students. Issues like the "U" grade,
registration procedures, grading
curves, faculty evaluations, library
services and general education
requirements.
Yes, even a bunch of "rah-rahs"
if you want to term it such. Sure we
sponsor bands on campus, such as
Ambrosia, Steve Hackett, U2. Yes,
we sponsor "spirit" activities, such
as Greek Week and Homecoming.
Yes, we even occasionally rents bus
and cart everyone to the basketball
game.
In truth, student government is
a combination of all of the above.
And it all affects you.
So, if you don’t vote, you’re
wrong too.
Take the few minutes it will
require to speak to the candidates,
get to know their ideas, read their
campaign literature.
Then, give a damn. Get off your
ass and vote.
Michael Medina
A.S. President

Apathetic attitude
political disgrace
Editor:
I think Apathetic Student Party
presidential candidate Diane
Locke’s attitude toward student
government is a disgrace to the
political process.
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Miss Locke says if elected, she
will eliminate student government.
That’s obviously just another great
campaign promise designed to get
votes. She also says that the
government’s problems are caused
by apathy. I don’t care if the
government is apathetic, we still
need qualified candidates to run.
As a soon to be a graduate of
SJSU, Miss Locke lacks the
education to be an effective leader.
Furthermore, as a black American,
I object to her using the term
"cronies" to describe certain
members of the student body. This
campus isn’t apathetic, and I’m not
going to vote in an election that
allows a candidate that says it is on
the ballot.
Tom Dewan
Undeclared
graduate student

CalPIRG ideas
are ’excessive’
Editor:
Despite Diane Scher’s personal
love affair with CalPIRG, that group
is redundant and excessive in its
demands.
There already exist groups on
and off campus which can perform
CalPIRG’s proposed duties without
bringing in a new group. Textbook
prices should be handled by students
through the Spartan Shops board.
Bottle bills already have lobbyists
we can work through. CalPIRG’s
proposed consumer hotline already
exists in the form of the Better
Business Bureau and other agencies. The beer issue is being handled
by a number of groups. University
investments already have plenty of
watchdogs and self-appointed
vigilantes watching over that.
The thing I object to most is
CalPIRG’s request to have its officers elected on a ballot with
regular A.S. officers. It is dumb to
create another branch of government.
CalPIRG supporters want the
status of elected officials, without a
clear line of control by the real
representatives of students, our own
A.S. government. That makes me
wonder who they really intend to
serve. Will they wind up being our
servants on issues we choose, or our
masters on issues they create?
Once on the ballot, CalPIRG can
claim it is our actual representative
and we are bound by its decisions.
Too much! We like our student
government, student services,
student union, student information
center, student dorms, student
activities and student organizations.
We don’t want them run by or
replaced by CalPIRG.
James MacDonald
Political Science
sophomore

Count SFA in
’we will debate’
Editor:
In response to your article on
Tuesday stating that only A Fresh
Start has agreed to a dorm debate, I
would just like to note that I have not
been contacted by Kathy Poole, the
director of the debate, to be informed of the event.
I, along with the members of
SFA, will definitely be participating
in this debate, and also the public

forum in the Student Union today at
2 p.m. We encourage all students to
come and listen to the issues of this
year’s campaign.
Rebecca Graveline
A.S. Vice President
SFA Presidential
candidate

Ranjan -- ’no right
to misrepresent’
Editor:
I was a little surprised to see
David Saracco’s praise-filled article
on Ranjan Charan in Tuesday’s
Spartan Daily.
As in all areas of life, time on the
job is no substitute for actual ability.
Ranjan’s time spent on the budget
and special allocation committees
do not seem to have helped him all
that much.
You’ll remember it was Ranjan
who championed the cause of the
University Committee in Solidarity
with El Salvador (UCSES), now
known to be a propaganda group for
marxist revolutionaries in El
Salvador. On Dec. 3, when introducing his resolution, Ranjan
said that the revolution in El
Salvador is "not a leftist revolution"
and that the UCSES was "not asking
money to spread communism."
Anyone who has attended a few of
UCSES’ programs or visited their
book-table knows how false such

claims really are. Yet, Ranjan has
never to my knowledge repudiated
any of his remarks.
Ranjan said "More than half the
people in El Salvador are opposed to
the regime." Ranjan got all his
information from partisans on one
side of the issue, totally disregarding other points of view, and then
came out in support of that side’s
view that the marxist side of the
bloodbath in El Salvador should
receive A.S. support!
Ranjan’s infamous resolution
condemned all U.S. aid. That included food and medical supplies! If
the peace center here were really
concerned with the suffering caused
by war, they would have loudly
opposed this resolution. No one in
their right mind would oppose
sending food to an impoverished
country, would they? Ranjan and
the UCSES do! No one in their right
mind would oppose the shipment of
medical supplies to an impoverished, war-torn country, would
they? Ranjan and the UCSES do!
The only thing they don’t oppose is
Soviet and Cuban imports.
A humanitarian, Ranjan is not.
A responsible monitor of student
organizations, Ranjan is not. A
fiscally responsible board member,
Ranjan is not. Ranjan deserves no
votes from the true students of this
campus for the right to misrepresent
us in the office of controller.
Dale Milne
History

A fraudulent Daily?
Did you happen to pick up a copy of the Spartan Daily
yesterday and find that nothing was printed on the front
page?
Well, it wasn’t a Spartan Daily. In fact, the Spartan
Daily had nothing to do with it.
An organization on campus borrowed the Daily logo
and its newspaper format to advertise its position on an
issue in the upcoming Associated Students elections.
Although a small disclaimer on the advertisement
indicated that it was not a Spartan Daily, it did appear that
the Spartan Daily had produced it.
Therefore, we hoped to clarify any misunderstandings
by indicating that neither the Spartan Daily nor the
Department of Journalism and Mass Communications had
any involvement in the production of the advertisement.
And, Spartan Daily’s production equipment was not
used to construct the advertisement.
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Budget committee to cut $66,000

SJSU prof returns
from research trip

by Rich Robinson
The
Associated
Students budget committee
has started the formal act
of cutting $66,000 out of the
requested budgets in order
to balance its budget of
$490,000.
Using A.S. President
Mike Medina’s proposed
budget as a guidelne, the
committee is in the process
of going over one budget
request at a time.

by Bruce Buckland
the atmosphere on the trip
Prof. Ellen Weaver is was relaxed.
"Tt,ere was very little
SJSU’s equivalent of
pressure," Weaver said.
Jacques Cousteau.
"It’s a fine rest-cure.
She has just returned
"I loved the icebergs
from a month -long and the dawns and sunresearch voyage aboard sets," she said. "I looked at
the Melville, a Scripps the sea all the time."
Institute of Oceanography
"I did a little touristing
vessel.
on the way home," she
The voyage covered a
large area of the Scotia Sea
near Antarctica.

The committee has
already
tentatively
recommended cuts in the
A.S. business office, A.S.
executive, California State
Students Association and
the A.S. public relations
budget requests.
According to Medina,
the business office takes
too much of a percentage of
student money.
" I ’m
playing
Republican President,"
Medina said, in reference
to cutting back the
bureaucracy.
Medina proposed an
allocation of $123,000 for
the business office, $18,412
less than requested.
The
committee
disagreed with Medina’s
proposal and voted 4-2 to
allocate $128,500 for the
business office.

The purpose of the
voyage was to analyze the
krill population of the
Scotia Sea, a large area of
ocean southeast of Tierra
Del Fuego.
Members of the Associated Students budget
committee began reviewing and making cuts
Bill Santi and Ranjan
Charan voted against the
recommendation. Santi
said he disagreed with
cutting the budget at all.

A.S. executive budget.
Medina had proposed
$16,700 for the executive
budget.
Committee member
Steve Yurach said the
"I don’t think there is payment
of $390 to
anything there that
executive board members
deserves a cut." he said.
was too much and proposed
The committee voted 4- cutting $40 from their
with
Chairman
Andy
salaries.
3
Arias breaking the tie, to
Tom Fil vehemently
recommend $17,800 for the opposed the proposal.

on budget requests at a meeting Tuesday.

According to Fil, A.S.
executive members work
from 30 to 60 hours a week.
Yurach, who gets
money from his parents to
attend SJSU said the
executives should sacrifice
more.
According to
Yurach, it is unfair to cut
some groups’ budgets
without some sacrifices on
the executives’ part. The
executives include the A.S.

president, vice president
and controller.
Yurach’s motion was
defeated 4 to 1 with Scott
McDonald abstaining.
The
committee
recommended $7,500 for
CSSA, $1,100 less than
requested.
It
also
recommended $11,500 for
A.S. public relations, $5,630
less than the group’s
budget request.

Award entry deadline nears
by Eric Strahl
April 6 is the deadline
for any SJSU student to
submit an entry for the
English
Department’s
annual Phelan Awards.
Prizes in the competition
range from $15 to $175 in 10
categories.

awarded to an exceptional
entry, allowing for a
possible total of $175 in
prize money for each
category entry.

All students enrolled
with at least six units may
enter work with the
department office in areas
ranging from poetry to
satire and critical essays,
according to department
secretary Karen Burdick.
No entry fee is
required.

Students may submit
only two entries per
category but may enter in
as many categories as they
wish, Burdick said.
All entrants’ work will
be unidentified when read
by committees of at least
three department faculty
members, she said.
At least 20 professors
will take part in reading
entries within their fields of
expertise.

The first prize in each
category will receive $75;
second, $50; third, $30 and
fourth, $15.
In addition, a $100
grand prize will be

Burdick said last year
about 100 students submitted works for the
competition.
"Most are English
majors, but some aren’t,"

she said.
An awards ceremony
will be held Friday, May 1,
at a campus location yet to
be determined, Burdick
said. Prof. Nils Peterson,
the awards coordinator,
will make the presentations.
The English Department receives $2,000 annually from the estate of
the late Sen. James D.
Phelan to fund the awards.
"The fine arts and
humanities was a real
center of his life," Burdick
explained. "He invested a
lot of his money in encouraging writers, artists
and musicians to further
their crafts."
Phelan, a San Francisco banker, became the
mayor there in 1897 and

later became the first U.S.
senator from California to
be elected by popular vote.

BOARD
If a profit is made, he
said $13,800 profit will go
back into the reserve fund
and the remainder of the
money will go into the
contemporary arts budget
where profits from all rock
concerts go.
Ticket sales for the
Ambrosia concert have
been selling well, according to Rolland. He said
the $7.50 and $8.50 tickets
have sold by the hundreds
every day since they went

on sale.
The Ambrosia concert
will be held at the San Jose
Center for the Performing
Arts because the center has
a larger seating capacity
than
Morris
Dailey
Auditorium.
Because of this, the
show has the potential to
make
more money,
Rolland said.
He said the 1979 Ambrosia concert held in
Morris Dailey Auditorium
barely broke even.
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Krill are shrimp-like
animals that inhabit the
area in vast numbers. They
are part of the food chain
that supports whales, seals
and other animals in the
area.
"What we’ve been
hearing is that the
Japanese and the Russians
are taking huge amounts of
krill" from the area,
Weaver said.

CALPIRG
Paid for by Students tor CANN
at San Jose State University

Bug Problems?

Weaver has a Ph.D in
genetics
from
the
University of California at
Berkeley. She teached
plant physiology at SJSU.

The
amount
of
chlorophyll found in the
water of an area is an
excellent indication of the
amount of life found there,
Weaver said.
Weaver
performed
chlorophyll analysis during
the four and one-third
weeks she was aboard the
Melville.

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!

2
3
4
5
fi
8
9
11)
11
12

Weaver said she left in
January and returned to
San Jose March 12. During
the voyage, readings were
taken at 133 stations along
the ship’s route.

Tune up
Adjust valves
Check conwreSslon
Set timing
Adjust carburetor
Change oil
3 puarts of oil
Lubrication
Adjust brakes
.- Brake fluid
..- Trans:hose:in hold add
.- Battery fluid add

"There were also a lot
of drivers who couldn’t
wait around for the polls to
open," Lofsted explained.
He said in order to maintain control, meetings in
which discussion and
questions took place were
held before any members
were allowed to vote.
"Another factor was
since the union’s executive
board had overwhelmingly
approved the contract,
many of the members
figured it would pass and
didn’t bother to vote,"
Lofsted said.
He claimed the
majority
favoring
ratification was "better
than expected." At the
meetings, he said, those
people who were opposed to
the contract were more
vocal than those favoring
it.
"But in the end,"
Lofsted said, "the silent
voice had their say."
The contract now runs
for three years. The issue
of back pay was also
clarified with the new raise
taking effect in January.
Rumors of a strike had
been circulating all last
week. The drivers were set
Some university departments and offices may be to take a strike vote on
short-staffed Friday afternoon while employees attent a
University Police Department program on sexual assault
awareness and prevention.
Employees can attend the 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. program
Serving the San Jose State
in Morris Dailey auditorium as long as "essential serlniversity Community
vices" are maintained, according to a memo sent to
Since 1934
faculty and staff by SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
11.1CPS 509-4801
Second
class
postage paid at San
The program will feature speaker Jackye Reed of the
Jose, California Member of CalValley Rape Crisis Center and a film titled "RapeVictim
ifornia Newspaper Publishers
or Victor?"
Association and the Associated
Press. Published daily by San
Reed and the movie will present ways women and
Jose State University, during
men can reduce their chances of being a sexual assault
the college year The opinions
victim.
expressed in the paper are not
San Jose attorney Dick Alexander will field questions
necessarily those of the Department of Journalism and Mass
from the audience about the legal services Santa Clara
(’ommunications, the University
County can offer a rape victim.
Administration or any student
The program is also open to studenLs, according to
or faculty organuation. Subcampus Crime Prevention Officer Greg Wixom.
scriptions accepted on a remainder of semester basis Full acaWixom said a similar program last year drew "right
demi) year, $15 Each semester.
around 400 to 500 employees."
$7 50. Off-campus price per
He said he hopes employees who didn’t attend that
copy, 15 cents Phone Editorial
session will come to the Friday program.
277-3181 Advertising 277-3171
Printed by Independent Publica
"If we got between 300 to 400 people. I’d be very imlions
pressed," Wixom said.

Police sponsor
sexual assault
awareness class
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Sunday based on the Santa
Clara County Board of
Supervisors’ final contract
offer.
However, a 30-hour

Only $25
plus parts if needed

Offer good for:
Pre1912 Buses. all Bugs Karmen Sivas.
Fastbacks. Sguarebaces and Things

Same Great Location For Over 12 ’Nem

Weaver said the
scenery was beautiful and
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session on Friday resulted
in the formation of the new
contract. The union then
put its vote off until
Tuesday.

Natural Hair Cutting. . .
Looks Great!
Feels Great!

Get a FREE WIX
oil filter and 5
quarts of 30W oil
with any valve grind
or overhaul, foreign or
domestic.

8 cylinder, S48.00 per pair
6 cylinder, S35.00
4 cylinder, S30.00

HAIR DESIGN

ADRIAN KLEIN AUTO PARTS

1075 S. Winchester Blvd
San Jose, CA 95128
Call for appointment
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294-1562 a

County Transit drivers approve pact
increase for 1,400 bus
drivers, mechanics and
other union members.
They had been working
without a contract since
Aug. 31, 1980.
. Only 848 people voted
on the contract, approximately two-thirds of
the union membership.
Lofsted said this was not a
bad turnout and "nothing
sinister can be applied to
it."
Lofsted said there were
many factors that caused
more than 500 members not
to vote. Among these were
the short notice switch of
voting from Sunday to
Tuesday and the fact the
location for voting, Santa
Clara County Fairgrounds,
was not decided upon until
Monday,

(Good All Semester)

.11th & San Carlos

courses

by Greg Robertson
Santa Clara County
Transit workers approved
contract
new
their
a
averting
Tuesday,
possible strike that had
been looming for more than
six months.
drivers,
Transit
mechanics and other
members of Local 265 of
the Amalgamated Transit
Union approved the contract by a vote of 617 to 231.
A simple majority was
all that was necessary to
ratify the contract.
"Overall, we’re very
satisfied," Richard I,ofsted, vice president of the
union said. "We held the
line and achieved a victory."
The new contract calls
for an eight percent pay

added.
Weaver said the expedition was funded by the
National Science Foundation at about $1,000,000.
Weaver received no
financial compensation for
her participation.
"I was a volunteer,"
she said. "I think anyone
would be."

She made the trip
because of her extensive
chlorophyll
on
work
analysis of sea water.

He built the Saratoga
Villa Montalvo estate in
1912.

-continued from page I
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ANNE WANTS TO BE
THE NEXT ROBERT PEAK
Associated Students
Can Help
What does an artist have to do with politics? Both art
and politics are forms of communication.
A.S. is dedicated to communicating for stJdents. The
skills learned in the
0" are valuable for any
career goal.
Apply for an A.S. position and make a difference.
Don’t forget to attend the A.S. candidate debaft
today at 2 p.m. in the Student Union,
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Redistribution and increase
of IRA fees to be decided
by Jeffrey R. Smith
Student voters will
decide whether to raise
their Instructionally -Related Activities ( IRA) fee
from $5 to $6 per semester
in next week’s A.S. election.
Accompanying the fee
increase measure will be a
referendum which states
essentially that the IRA
Fee Advisory Committee

However, Asiano said
the athletic department
will not lose any of its
present funding if the fee is
increased.
Both the fee increase
the
and
proposal
referendum are the
of
A.S.
brainchild
President and IRA committee chairman Mike
Medina.
Rebecca
However,

would put pressure on the
committee to do so if a
majority of students approved it.
The A.S. board voted 53 to put the fee increase
measure on the ballot.
"I don’t think we
should put this on the
ballot," board member
Andy Arias said before the
vote. "I don’t think we
should raise fees but

If both pass, we make it clear the money
goes toward non -athletic activities
has allocated too much
money for athletics and
should redistribute funds to
academic programs.
A.S. board of directors
member Ed Asiano said
the referendum will give
the SJSU President Gail
Fullerton the political
support she needs to direct
the money created by the
proposed fee increase
away from athletics.

Graveline, presidential
candidate of Medina’s
Students for Action, Access
and Accountability (SF/V)
party, has said she is
"strongly against" the fee
increase but in favor of
redirection of IRA funds.
The referendum, according to Medina, would
not force the IRA committee to direct extra funds
away from athletics, but

redirect them instead."
Board member Jim
Rowen said both measures
shouldn’t have been put on
the ballot at the same time
because they conflict in
their intent.
However,
Board
member Ranjan Charan
said that if both measures
pass, "we make clear that
we want the extra money to

go to activities other than
athletics."
After the discussion.
the board voted to let the
students decide in the
polling booth whether they
want to increase the fee.
Bob Fudenna was the
only board member to vote
against putting the
referendum on the ballot.
He said the measure
"alienates" him because
he thinks "athletics are
good for the university."
The IRA fee "should be
distributed a little bit
differently, but there are a
lot of students who believe
money should be spent on
athletics," Fudenna said.
The IRA committee
has received 23 requests
for the $275,310 the committee
is
currently
responsible for allocating.
If students vote to increase
the fee by $1, the committee will be able to
distribute $323,372, according
to
recently released
enrollment
statistics.

A.S. directors speak out on AFI
cents to the Spartan Daily,
by David Saracco
The Automatic Fun- 25 cents each to the Drama
ding Initiative, a proposal Department, radio station
to redistribute Associated KSJS, the new center and
Student fees into in- the art gallery.
Students would receive
related
structional
programs, is drawing a waiver card along with
A.S. the admission fee billing
response from
prior to the semester. Of
members.
Save the Artssave the the $10 A.S. fee, students
Students, SAS, the creators can automatically allocate
of the initiative, are up to $2.50 of the fee to
pushing the initiative programs, or they may
because they said in- waiver the automatic
structionally-related pro- allocation by returning the
grams are not getting waiver card along with the
fees.
enough funding.
Alderman,
Bruce
The initiative was
written two weeks ago and spokesman for the SAS
stated the number one group, said the initiative is
priority of the group and meant to allocate money
the initiative as "the automatically from the
maintenance
and student fund in addition to
of
high the IRA funds.
promotion
The SAS organization
academic standards at
complains that the current
SJSU."
Under the initiative, A.S. "has too much fat in
would its bureaucracy" and that
students
automatically allocate $1 to "this initiative would cut
the Music Department, 50 the fat."

Bruce Alderman

Ed Asiano, director of
communications for the
A.S., said the university’s
is
administration
"basically responsible for
the funding of these
programs."
Asiano said that if "a
student adradical
ministration entered office,
they might want editorial
control of the Spartan
Daily because of the funds
the A.S. would provide.
Alderman countered
by saying "the A.S.
wouldn’t have anything to
do with the money."
"They ( the A.S. board)
can’t touch it,", Alderman
said. "It’s automatically
allocated."
A complaint of Asiano
was that if a part of the
student
fees
was
automatically allocated,
the programs serving
cultural and recreational
needs would "disappear."
"This initiative would
deny cultural programs a
chance because there
would be no money left in
the A.S. special allocations
funds," Asiano said.
Asiano cited programs
such as Womyn’s Week,
Homecoming Week, Greek
Week and others as
programs that would be in
danger because of lack of
special allocations money.
Bill Santi, director of
sponsored programs said
the initiative "is a farce."
Santi criticized SAS
comments on A.S. spending, particularly salaries,
saying, "Mike Medina
works 50 to 60 hours a
week. For the time he puts
in, he makes less than a
dollar an hour."
"He’s our
A.S.
president, first and
foremost."
Santi said that steering
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AFS backs initative
by David Saracco
Candidates from the
"A Fresh Start" ticket
have joined forces with the
Save the Artssave the
Students group, in support
of the "Automatic Funding
Initiative."
The initiative would
automatically allocate part
of the $10 Associated
Students fee to instructionally related activities.
Under the proposal, $1
would go to the Music
Department, 50 cents to the
Spartan Daily and 25 cents
each to KSJS, the radio/TV
news center, the S.U.

is "a way of increasing IRA
support without raising the
IRA fees.
"If students get more
say in where the money is
going, then we feel they are
more apt to get involved in
the programs and in
government,"
student
Robinson added.
SAS group members
are working on promotions
for the proposed initiative
but are not fielding any
candidates for A.S. office.
Robinson said he also
favors students being
allowed to choose, through
the use of "waiver cards,"
between the automatic

the Students for Action,
Access and Accountability
party with manipulating
the election process to
preserve its majority on
the A.S. board.
All three exectives and
10 of the 12 board members
elected last year were from
the SFA party.
Spokesman

Gallery and the Theater
Arts Department.
Tony Robinson, candidate for A.S. president on
the AFS ticket, said his
party thinks the initiative

odo1 1 1 1 1 1

Bruce

Alderman said the
newspaper
circulated
yesterday was intended to
be a satire demonstrating
what the Spartan Daily
would be like if it were
without funds.
Alderman said the
newspaper contains information
about
the
automatic
funding
initiative on the back.
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A way to increase IRA
support without raising fees

committee members from
SAS "should get up here
( the A.S. office) and see
what’s going on.
"We’re dealing with
$490,000 in the budget
hearings right now and
there’s not one student in
there," except for board
and council members.
"It bothers me when
people complain and then
don’t come up here and
give input," Sant said.
Alderman said that the
IRA money comes from the
students in the first place
and that the SAS initiative
would give students a
choice on where and how to MI
spend the money.

Paid for by Students for Calpirg
at San Jose State University

allocations or putting the
money back into the
general A.S. fund.
Robinson joined forces
with the SAS group earlier
this semester in charging
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Daily
omits
In our review of the
education for Associated
Students
president
yesterday, the Spartan
Daily was forced to omit
two of the candidates.
James
Babb
of
Students for Apathy,
Boredom was not available
to be interviewed and
Kevin
Johnson,
representing the None Of
The Above party, had no
comment on any issues.

Research group seeks funds

Initiative will raise fees
by Stephanie Villegas
A $3 mandatory refundable fee will be added to
registration fees if the initiative for a California Public
Interest Research Group,1 CalPIRG 1, is passed in the
Associated Students elections.
The petition for a research group on campus has
caused controversy among students.
The group would operate on an estimated $30,000 to
$150,000 annual budget.
"Ideally it’s a wonderful concept," said Diane
Varouchakis, director of student rights and responsibilities. "But in reality, students need to ask themselves
if they need it afterall, it’s their $3."
The public interest research group focuses on
providing services for students in community action
projects, educational materials, directing activities and
issues in consumer advocacy, environmental protection
and corporate accountability.
The $3 fee would pay for a staff consisting of a fulltime professional staff, interns and work-study students.
At Berkeley, two professional staff members each receive
$12,000 a year, interns are paid $250 a quarter and workstudy students are paid $2 an hour.
All the remaining funds are allocated by the student
board of directors for various other projects, according to
Berkeley CalPIRG employee Bill Shireman.
"CalPIRG more than pays for itself," Shireman said.
Last year, $450,000 was returned to students for tax
and renter assistance through Berkeley’s renter credit
program, which was ten times our $50,000 annual budget,

hurstid,

Shireman said.
Students at Berkeley pay an optional $2 fee each
quarter. In this way, students receive a card in their
registration packet and can check either yes or no to pay
the fee.
Students at San Diego State University are petitioning
to change the mandatory refundable fee to an optional fee.
SDSU operates on a yearly budget of $250,000. However,
more than half of the budget is funcLd by city grants.
"There is no deception in the refundable fee,"
Shireman said. Students who do not wish to support the
group may go to the CalPIRG’s office and request a
refund with no questions asked, he added.
The organization, if established on campus, would be
distinct from the Associated Students. It will be funded
and directed by students.
However, A.S. President Mike Medina said that
because the group is a separate organization, there is no
guarantee the money will stay on campus.
"Students don’t realize that their fees will increase $6
a year," Medina said.
According to Medina, CalPIRG is trying to make the
student government accountable. There is always more
room for improvement in AS., said Medina, but
establishing another organization is not the way to handle
it.
Approximately six percent of the student body turns
up for elections and six percent is not enough to say the
student population wants the group on campus,
Varouchakis said.
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Members of the Seaside Syncopaters, (left to right), Steve Torrico, Pat Dutrow, Ron Deeter and Rick Siverson (Howard Miyata not present).
him much," he said, group of people who live in we go out to the silent
much great music created style."
Band leader Torrico, because "small groups of ’20s houses, dress in ’20s movies," he said.
QUALITY WORK AT
in those days that we hate
OF ASONARLF PRICES"To me it’s deeper
to see people forget about who supports himself by fanatics always band clothes, drive ’20s cars,
talk ’20s talk, and for a than just music," he said.
10% Off For SJS Students
it. It’s an important part of playing washboard, said together."
"I hang out with a good time on Friday night "It’s a way of life."
American history," he there are many bands in
the Bay Area playing "old
said.
technician music, rather than the
Piano
Siverson said he became 20s music. The syncopators
intrigued with the music in are unique, he said, in that
Dwight Cannon’s History of they’re "purists."
"I’m happiest playing
Jazz course at SJSU. He
took up the tuba and later authenticially," he said.
the bass sax, he said, and "You can be creative with
two years ago began it, but you have to stay
playing cornet because of within the style."
When Torrico was
his interest in the great
growing up, friends who
cornetist Bix Beiderbecke.
"We spend a lot of time worked at Disneyland
All the members of the researching and listening would let him in free, he
Syncopaters have a per- to the music," he said. said. "I went there every
day for five years, and just
sat on the bench and
Complete Bridal Salon
listened to the banjo kings
Specializing in
play," he said.
He decided he wanted
Presentation and
11140
to make a living playing
Pledge Dance Dresses
STUDIO OF HAIR DESIGN
that style of music, he said,
CREATIVE HAIR DESIGNS
OPEN mON FRI
and picked the washboard
Hours: Mon. -Sat. 9:30-5:30
FOR MEN C WOMEN
17 4/ SAN FERNANDO ST
as his instrument. He
SERVING PARK CENTER RAZA
SAN IOSE
Thurs. open until 9:00 p.m.
played in several bands
4 blocks from SISU
279-2755
Sun. By Appointment
sonal and professional "What we play really isn’t before organizing the
jazz, but distinctions are Syncopators.
stake in the music.
1203 41st Ave., Capitola, CA. 95010
Siverson said that the
"It’s the only music hard to draw.
(408)475-6777
1 510 ON Alt SERVICES
NATURE rein 0007,, UNi7E, UlPIN 1105l1
"We play popular band members aren’t
that touches me, that I can
necessarily
musical
the
20’s
and
from
tunes
said
for,"
feel something
business major Dutrow, improvise around them," anachronisms, with the
exception of Torrico.
who plays a 1931 Bacon and he said.
"That’s why he’s the
Siverson said he enjoys
Day tenor banjo.
leader," Siverson said.
"A lot of people think I all kinds of music, and
"I really detest all
was born 50 years too late. I plays many different music past 1940," Torrico
don’t think that’s the case, styles.
said."’ can dance to it, but
but they can’t understand
"This is what I’m doing if I ever go to hell, it will
why I’d key into something now," he said, "but next turn out to be like sitting in
like this, with today’s year it may be different.
a room listening to big
heavy emphasis on things
"The reason I’m a bands."
that are new.
piano technician is so I can
Rock’n’roll doesn’t
"To me, the music’s all
pick and choose the music I even count as music, he
new, and there’s an almost
want to play, rather than said.
inexhaustible source of
be tied down to what a club
"Being a musical
material" in the old
owner wants or what’s in throwback doesn’t bother
records and transcriptions,
Dutrow said
"blue" notes.
The Creoles lent their
French traditions of brass
bands and the whites applied
the
technical
refinements
of
their
European classical music
education.
All of these influences
and more were fermenting
in New Orleans, St. Louis
and Chicago. With the
advent of phonograph
records and radio, the
music broke upon America
in a tremendous wave of
energy and creativity.

Syncopator band members
’born 50 years too late’

NE US

Engineers:
Join Datapoint. The
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"Sometimes when I
look at rock bands, with
money in their pockets and
women on their arms, I
think that’s what I should
have gotten into," Dutrow
said.
"But there was so
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I/CIAGIUt

All seats $1.50
open all day Thursday

CHUCK NORRIS
FESTIVAL
The Octagon
A Force of One
Good Guys Wear Black

Mon thus) Sot t
448 No. San P
Corner of Fox & Son
Son Jose
298-11

ro

Fashion Apparel On
Consignment From The a’
Area’s Smartest Women
11 If you Ore interested in placing you, ’Muds
oogoodsoghreoway wardrobe gems or
brkobroc for consignment coN50,0 Langton
24i 1656 01208 1100 for appt

20%
OFF
ANY

HAIR CARE SERVICE
all you have to do is show us
your student I.D. card!

Fantastic savings for students and .eachers at San Jose State! Just show your I.D. card
and we’ll take 20%
off ouc dlt cad" affurdabie prices. our perms are regularly $35 to $55 ( including
haircut and style) and
precision haircuts are regularly $12 to $16 ( including shampoo and style). We want you
to discover the
quality, service, convenience and value at Fantastic Sam’s!

FANTASTIC SAM’S
2591-0 South Bascom
CAMPBELL, CA 95006
(408) 371-4892
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LEARN TO FLY

’20s’ gaiety represented by local band
by John McNicholas
The ’20s - America
flexed its muscles in
adolescent innocence. The
for
world was safe
democracy, hip flasks and
rumble seats. Scott and
Zelda gave parties on wide
green lawns, and Wall
Street, where millions were
being made on paper, was
alive with excitement.
Flappers
drank
bathtub gin and danced to
the music of Paul
Whiteman, Johnny Dodds,
Bic Beiderbecke and King
Oliver.
The music was new, a
melding of black styles and
white, and was not quite
it
But
respectable.
reflected the hilarity and
excitement of the era and
grew tremendously in
popularity.
A bit of the ’205’ giddiness and gaeity still lives
in a local five-piece band,
whose music, dress and
Instruments all come from
the ’teens and ’20s.
The Seaside Syncopators, four of whom are
SJSU students, performed
last year at the Santa Cruz
Boardwalk and will start
weekends at Marine World
in Redwood City April 11.
They play music from
the teens and ’20s exclusively, and they strive to
duplicate the sound, look
and feeling of a more innocent era.
Their
instruments,
with the exception of the
washboard, are all antiques dating from that
period.
Their uniforms of
knickers, saddle shoes and
argyle socks, sweater vests
and bowties are found in
Salvation Army stores and
flea markets, as are some
of the 78 rpm records from
which they get their music.
The band’s personnel
are Pat Dutrow (banjo), a
senior
majoring
in
business; Eric Siverson
(bass sax and cornet), who
graduated from SJSU in ’74
with a B.A. in fine arts and
now works as a piano
technician in the music
department; Ron Deeter
(soprano sax and clarinet),
who earned a B.A. in music
and is now working toward
a degree in math; Howard
Miyata I trombone), who
graduated in ’78 and now
teaches music in San Juan
Steve
and
Bautista;
Torrico, a professional
from
player
washboard
Santa Cruz who is the
band’s leader.
"We
strive
to
authentically duplicate
what it looked and sounded
like,"Torrico said.
Siverson said there is a
difference between ’20s
music" and Dixieland.
"Dixieland
is
influenced by swing (music
from the 30’s and 40’s),"he
said.
"Dixie players came
out of the swing era, and
played old tunes in a new
way. Dixieland was a place
In the 20’s, not a style of
music."
The music in the teens
and ’20s was a fresh, new
mixture of many styles and
influences. The blacks
brought to it their
spirituals, ragtimes and
with African
blues,
rhythms, improvisational
solo voices and flattened
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FANTASTIC SAM’S
1022 E El Camino Real
SUNNYVALE, CA 94087
(408) 748.0660

YOU NEVER NEED AN APPOINTMENT
OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

OcFatitastic Sarri:§
the original Family Haircutters
We’ve got locations coast-to,’ oast
and one near you’

If your degree is in

Engineering
(EE, ME or
Computer Science)
a career with Datapoint can offer you more than just
personal advancement. It offers you an opportunity
to participate with a team of proven achievers in
bringing new computer and communication hardware
and software technologies to the world of business.
For more information about Datapoint Corporation
and our on -campus interviews Thursday, April 2,
contact your Placement Office. We are an equal
opportunity employer.

DATAPOINT
Peripheral Operations Division
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Teachrrs,
Soc. Workers
Practice Your
Profession in
ISRAEL

Help from
Machine Gun

Attain your professional
goals and realize Jewish
fulfillment
Certified teachers
MSW’s and BSW’s are
invited to apply Challenging positions open
Financial assistance
available
Interviews now being
scheduled for orientation courses lobe held in
the fall in Israel If you
think you Qualify call to

LEFT: "Machine Gun"
Molly Bolin, the holder
of several WBL basketball records, shows the
shooting form she acquired from growing up
and playing basketball
in Iowa.

RIGHT: Bolin instructs
students of basketball
on shooting form at a
clinic held last week at
SJSU in the women’s
gym.

ISRAEL ALIYAH
CENTER
46 ataa,na Sy
San Franc., CA 94108
,415, 392 8998 or 392 39/0

photos by Tom Mestaz

Molly Bolin:A WBL sex symbol

Ad BOOK Sul&
COMPLETE SELECTION OF CURRENT TITLEF
Best Selection of Science Fiction in South Bay
BARGAINS BY THE 100’s ON OUR SALE TABLES
The rounirs Big Bookstore

Gypsy life for Pioneer ’Machine Gun’
by Dave Meltzer

Special to the Daily

The lifestyle of a pro
sports superstar is supposed to be filled with
national
glamour,
recognition and much
adulation. So what must it
be like for basketball’s
sexiest superstar?
For "Machine Gun"
Molly Bolin, who was given
the tag of basketball’s
sexiest superstar in a
recent San Francisco
Chronicle article which
included a photo of her in a
bathing suit, the lifestyle is
more gypsy -like than
glamorous.
The scoring sensation
of Women’s Pro Basketball
League’s (WBL) San
Francisco Pioneers has
had to move three times in
the last year in search of
franchises still in
operation. She has also had
to because of her looks as
much as her playing
ability, do a lion’s share of
promotions, clinics, TV and
radio spots, etc. to give her
sport some badly needed
publicity.
"The worst part is
when the franchise starts
to fail and you may go four
to six weeks without getting paid," Bolin said. "At
times you literally have no
food in your refrigerator,
and then when the franchise goes under you not
only have to move to a new
place to play, but you’re
also out all of that back
pay.
"But to us, at this stage
of the game, it’s more
important to have the sport
than to get paid."
The 23-year-old native
of Iowa may have gotten
more recognition for the
swimsuit photo than for her
15 or so WBL scoring
records.
"You can use your
talents off the floor, but you
don’t want to take it too far.
We did get some negative
comments
about
the
photo," Bolin said. "The
article itself was really
good, it portrayed me as
more than a dumb blonde
or a basketball player, but
I don’t know how many
people actually read the
article."
The photo did get its
intended response. Attendance at Pioneer games
since the photo appeared
three weeks back has increased significantly. The
Pioneers office is asked
more when Molly is going
to play next than when the
team is going to play next.
The Pioneers also had
publicity shots taken of
"Machine Gun Molly"
taken in tight black pants
with garters, carrying a
machine gun.
"I’m not going to
promote myself as a
floozy," she insisted, "it
was Just an attention getting device."
"We had her take the
photos to show that
women’s basketball
players aren’t big and
clumsy, they aren’t ugly,
they sweat, but they’re still
very feminine," said
Pioneer public relations

director Don Meucci.
Beginning in junior
high school where she was
somewhat of a local legend
Iowa
Moravia,
in
( population 700), a small
town in the cornfields of
south central Iowa,
basketball has given Bolin
unforgettable
some
memories of a state much
different from California.
"Women’s basketball
has been big in Iowa for a
long time, the people take it
very seriously," she said.
"When I was in junior high
and all through high school,
the people from the other
towns would really razz
me, they hated me. People
would hang from the
rafters and try to disturb
my concentration. I really
kind of miss it."
By today’s standards,
the women’s basketball

wins over
Minnesota.

money," she remembered.
"The competition there
was so bad I was averaging
40 points per game."
Franchises in the
LPBA dropped like flies,
and the league, which had
begun in October, had
already deep-sixed it by
New Year’s Day.
With the Breeze, based
in Orange County, Bolin
learned about the business
side of sports in her
position as part owner. She
saw the budgets, knew
what they could afford to
pay players, and learned
about the troubles of
getting publicity in a
market with a plethora of
established sports teams.
"The newspapers there
wouldn’t even print our box
scores," she remembered.
"They told us, if you last
two or three years we’ll

division-rival

"I broke the league
scoring record, we had a
record-setting attendance,
15,400) and I became the
first player to score 1,000
points in a season," she
recalled of the second
game, which she referred
to as her greatest
basketball thrill. "After the
game, I got mobbed, it was
so great and so scary."
Bolin finished last
season as the league’s top
scorer, averaging 32 8
points per game, and tied
with New Jersey’s Ann
Meyers as the loop’s MVP.
Despite being the
league’s most successful
franchise at the box office,
the Cornets folded that
summer. Next stop,
Southern California

I’m not going to promote
myself as a floozy -- Bolin
rules in Iowa appear archaic. The game is played
six -on -six, with three
frontcourt players and
three backcourt players
who aren’t allowed to cross
the center. You are limited
to two dribbles before you
have to pass the ball or
shoot it. Under these
conditions, Bolin averaged
more than 50 points per
game her last two years in
high school.
"The fundamentals are
far more developed in
Iowa, the shooters are
much better and they are
more aggressive about
scoring, which they’d
better be when you only
have three girls to do all
the scoring," she said. "In
the pro’s, my defense has
been a liability, it’s hard
when you grow up playing
nothing but offense."
After high school, Bolin
spent two years attending
Granview Junior College in
Des Moines, studying
television sportcasting.
"We had our own
studio, and I did the
commentary on lots of
local games," she said.
"I’d like to see our league
succeed to the point where
we can get national
recognition and I can do TV
work, like Rick Barry."
When the WBI, formed
in the summer of 1978,
Bolin was the first player
signed by the Iowa Comets,
for $6,000 her first year.
Bolin spent two years
based in Cedar Rapids,
leading her team to the
championship finals both
years.
last year started out
big for the 5-foot-9 hotshooting guard. A pair of
games, which were locally
televised, saw Bolin break
her own league scoring
records scoring 54, and
then 55 points in a pair of

start to cover you. How
could we have lasted two or
three years without any
coverage?"
The Breeze lasted
seven games, dying in
anonymity. It was on to San
Francisco.
Joining the club ten
consecutive losses into a
disastrous season, the
addition of Bolin has
"improved" the Pioneers
to an 9-21 club. Although
she claims to be having an
off-year getting adjusted to
the new system, she still
ranks third in league

A new league was
forming, the Ladies Pro
Basketball Association
LPBA I, and one of the
franchises, the Southern
California Breeze, made
Bolin an offer she couldn’t
refuse.
"I was made part
owner, assistant coach,
and given a deal where I
could’ve made $40,000 a
year," she said.
"Most of the top
players were in the WBL,
but at the time I was
thinking, forget the
the
competition,
get

scoring, averaging 27 plus
points per game.
With the Pioneers, she
has found herself as the
center of the club’s
marketing and promotion
efforts.
"We’ve concentrated
our marketing around her,
she’s good looking, she’s a
top scorer, and people like
to watch her play," Meucci
said.
Those efforts have run
Bolin ragged as the club
has lined her up with as
many television and radio
spots as possible, and when
there’s a clinic, who’s the
first one to be asked to go?
"I had to wake up at
4:30 this morning and get
ready to appear on A.M.
San Francisco," Bolin
mentioned during a bre4
from a clinic she and
teammate Tanya Crevier
were conducting at SJSU’s
women’s gym last week.
"After the show we had
practice for two hours, then
I just tried to get some
sleep in the car coming
down to San Jose."
But the biggest stress
of all has probably been on
her five-year marriage,
which she said has turned
into a role-reversal thing.
"It’s been very difficult on my husband.
We’ve had to move five
times and he always has to
be looking for a new job in a
new city," she said. "I
don’t think that’s what he
bargained for when we got
married, just out of high
school.
"He hasn’t been able
to find a job here yet. He’s
mostly doing things like
baby-sitting," she said.
"It’s funny, but when I
come home he always has
the house clean and the

LSAT CLASSES
ENROLLING NOW!
PREPARE FOR

MCAT* DAT* LSAT
GRE GRE PSYCH GRE MO GMAT
PCAT OCAT VAT MAT SAT CPA

TOEFL MSKP NAT’L MED BOARDS VQE
ECFMG FLEX NAT’L DENTAL BOARDS
PODIATRY BOARDSPermanent
NURSING BOARDS

-H.

N

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Centers open days, evenings and
weekends.
Low hourly cost Dedicated full-time staff
Complete TEST -n -TAPE" facilities for review of
class lessons and suoolementarv materials
Opportunity to make up missed lessons
Voluminous home -study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their field
Opportunity to transfer to and continue study di
any of our over 85 centers

SAN FRANCISCO (415) 433-1763
1 Security Pacific PI 94108

BERKELEY (415) 849-4044
64 Shattuck Square 94704

PALO ALTO (415) 327-0841
499 Hamilton Ave 94301

DAVIS (916) 753-4800
204 F Street 95616

For Information About Other Centers In Mc, e Than 55 Main, 115 Cities S Abroad

OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE CALL TOLL FREE: 100-223-1782

dishes washed,"
The Pioneers, who play
their home contests at the
Civic
Francisco
San
Auditorium, close out their
season with four home
games this week. If they
return next year, and
nothing is for sure in the
unstable world of women’s
pro basketball, Bolin will
probably return with them.
"I’ve got to get
established someplace,
we’ve sure been travelling
around enough."
If the club doesn’t
return, it’s back to the
road, in search of a new
franchise.

BOOKS inc.
420 TOWN di COUNTRY VILLAGE
Open eves & weekends 243-5252
Steven. Creek at Winchester Med.

KIRKISH
WESTERN WEAR
HATS AND BOOTS
LEVIS/WRANGI.ERS
736-6293
1988. MURPHY, SUNNYVALE
(ACROSS FROM MACY’S)
MTWF 10-6

THURS 10-9

SAT 10-5:30

Have Sunday Dinner in Italy
(or the next best thing
360 E. Reed St., San lose)
The ladies of Delta Gamma invite you to join
us fora delicious Spaghetti Dinner (all you
can eat!) in a delightful Italian atmosphere.
Sunday, March 29th, from 3-6 pm
Only $3.50 per person

For more information call Roxanne: 279-9534

jS GROPE and
ASPB present . . .
THURSDAY LIVE
Today at noon in the S.U.
Amphitheater

The
John Herald
Frank Wakefield
Band
"John Herald is the country
Stevie Wonder". . .Bob Dylan
"Frank Wakefield split the bluegrass
Mandolin atom". , .David Grisman

come and enjoy!!!
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USF shortstop Monico Corral (left) gets the ball in plenty of
time to tag out SJSU baserunner Greg Robles (26) in the

19211
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Spartans 6-0 win over the Dons.

Spartans not scored on in 24 innings

Dons blanked by SJSU mound trio
photos by Norma Mtnores

Eric Tretten was one of three SJSU pitchers who combined to blank USF
Tuesday night at Municipal Stadium.

Field hockey team qualifies for
national indoor championships
A field hockey team
comprised of nine
players from last year’s
SJSU Lady Spartan 4th
place national squad
has qualified for the
second annual United
States Field Hockey
Association National
Indoor Championships
to be held April 11-12 at
New York UniversityCortland.
The nine members
of the SJSU women’s

team recently formed a
team with the intention
of participating in the
regional
qualifying
tournament held last
weekend at Long Beach
State, and to the surprise of many, placed
second behind a team
made up of mostly
graduates from the
Long Beach State field
hockey program.
Sanctioned by the
USFHA, the nationals

will comprise 32 teams
(the top four from each
region plus four at-large
teams) and will open
play with four pools of
eight teams.
The
tournament
champion last year was
a team sponsored by
Mitchell and Ness.
The Lady Spartans
who hope to make the
trip to New York will
have to raise the money
themselves.

by Richard de Give
Excellent pitching and
fine defensive play led the
SJSU baseball team to a 6-0
win over the University of
San Francisco Tuesday
night in a Northern
California Baseball

Association game.
The Spartans’ starting
trio of Mark Langston, Eric
Tretten and Mil Pompa
combined to limit the Dons
to three hits, not allowing a
runner past second base,
We used our three

league starters tonight,"
SJSU assistant coach Jeff
Gingrich said," and they
threw strikes."
The three pitchers
combined to strike out 11
men in the game.
In the game, Pompa

Lady Spartans roll over Montana
by David Saracco
After coasting past the
University of Montana 9-0
Tuesday, the women’s
tennis team today plays
two matches to try and
even its league record.
Because of yesterday’s
rain, the Lady Spartans
had to play the Oregon
State Beavers this morning
and come back to play the
Fresno State Bulldogs at 2
p.m.

Coach Lyn SinClair
said both of today’s matches were important and
the team "should win both
matches if everybody’s
playing good tennis."
The Lady Spartans
rolled over Montana’s
Grizzlies and SinClair said
that the match was her
team’s least difficult this
year.
"The competition
didn’t push us, but you need
those kinds of matches

once in a while," SinClair
said.
With the win, the team
raised its Nor-Cal league
record to 2-4.
The Lady Spartans
were only challenged once
in doubles play, but won all
three matches.
SinClair said that her
players will not be affected
by fatigue today, even
though they are playing
two matches.

extended his personal
shutout inning streak to 19.
The Spartans as a team
have not allowed a run in 24
innings.
"Our pitching was a
little rocky to start the
season," Gingrich said,
"but Tretten came around
to replace Brad Miller and
Pompa moved into the
third spot and has done
well.
"We can now go
against our league opponents left-right-left," he
added.
Designated hitter Rod
Daniels led the team at the
plate, getting three singles
in his three at bats.
Greg Robles and Stan
Jones both chipped in two
hits.
The Spartans scored
five runs in the fourth inning, sending 11 batters to
the plate, with all five runs

scoring with two outs.
The big blow in the
inning was a bases-loaded
double by Jones, driving in
two runs.
With the win, SJSU
improved their NCBA first
half record to 9-5, placing
them one and one-half
games behind league leading Fresno State.
Nevada-Reno is also
ahead of SJSU at 10-5.
The Spartans still have
a game to make up with the
Bulldogs, as well as a three
game series with Santa
Clara.
SJSU’s overall record
is 15-7-1.
The Spartans will start
one of the toughest stretches of the season this
afternoon, weather permitting, with a 2:30 p.m.
game with Oregon at
Municipal Stadium.
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Announcements
CAMPUS
MINISTRY
Worship:
Protestant. Sundays at 5 p.m.,
Roman Catholic, Sundays at 111
p.m , Episcopal. first and Mird
Sundays.’ 6-30 p.m.. at the
Campus Christian center. 300 S.

PART TIME Jobs with Full Tithe
Pay working in coniunctifki with
the main, oil companies we
provide our member customers

HOURLY wage.
Work with retarded persons in
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No
weekends.
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or
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CRUISEWORLD,
A THING of beauty Is. joy ’Weser
... Give the gift Only you can
give, a beautiful, award winning
colOr
portrait
by
JOHN
PAULSON
PHOTOGRAPHY.
at
Call JoIsn
441-731111
THE SJSU Shrra Club is footnoting
a day hike to Las Trampas
Regional Park on March I For
information call Mitch (4151 344
t 174

also

few spaces
are
available for the March 27 23 ski
trip to So Lake Tahoe Sign up
and planning meeting March M.
7.20

p.m.,

Guadalupe

Room,

to
Wall

Ave., Sacmmento. CA116160.
SUMMER RAFTING ANSI 01,310
providedf
Training
53,600!
Grand Canyon, Hawaii, Africa
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We had a "Right On"
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to Baby! Lore. Alpha Phi.

Center:
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN
Roman Catholic and Protestant
Campus
ministries
Offer
religious services. study groups,
social events and counseling at
300 5 10th St , call 791’0704 Fr
Dan Derry, Sr
Ms

Oat. von be trnslerred to us
over the telephone At curacy
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dependability
and
Computer

Contact Advanced
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TV,
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service,

parking

courtyard
and
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sheered, 170

to his per week
single. 202 S. 11th St. Office, 122
N. WI. St. Call 998-0777
OWN ROOMI I Lim in babysitter for
working single mother Room
and board plus bonus
Call
Renee West at 711-0116 alter

APT FOR Rent S320 per we., SOS S.
10th St., 3 Mims, 7 bath. Call
797 7554,12 p.m. to p.m.
WALK TO class from yam apfl Very
large clean. quiet I bdrm, incl.
"Gill Cab*" across from OH.
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Newly
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images by
Paulson Photography
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expresso:ins of love Solt,
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elegant and universally
derstood

For the finest award
winning photography. call John
01 401 MU
TAXES DONE while you wail lor
1040A and SOA Reliable. former
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HOLISTIC
YOGA
1,/Swami
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Lecture
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floor)

For

discussion
3rd, Stote C
information

regarding other activities and
workshops, call 2117-3963.

instructors

licensed
Falcon
Parachute School, cal 7209t gm.
1544.

Typing

EASY TYPE TYPING Service. Fast,
accurate,
professional
Word

LADIES, LET Me Entertain Yowl
Male stripper for your next
brills1 shower or bacheMrette
party. Call Rick at 2410344 after

Travel
FREE COUNSELING FOR
I
Student s
Europe, Asia, Mexico, Hawaii
Africa,
USA,
International
Identity Card, Eurail. Braced,
hostel card, camping tours,
overseas Mb placement, student

San Carlos (next to Main Public
Library). 7 blockS from campus.
Open 7 days: Men. Fri., 9-6,
Sat, 10-5; Sun., noon -S. Call 797,
1413

processing available
plete typing service

TYPING: ACCURACY, neatness,
deadlines
teed,
Experienced 0 m
, reports

II
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PROF.

0413.
THAT’S

Experienced

typist

Pane’s, theses, etc

901

Tops
term

for

DONE

in

TYPING,

LOS ALTOS/Palo Alto. Selectric II
typing in my office. S1.75 per

My-110M*.

Roasanable, Call Lynn at 735
1914,

double spaced

page

experience for
TYPING:

/SIM
anything.
Expert
.
dpendable,
professional North Valley area.
Call Mary Lou at 762 9739.

spelling. Rates: 51.50 fOr double
sp. page, 53 tor single se Peet,
53 per page for letters; IS per

reports,

manuals

resumes
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reasonable prices
EXECUTIVES

THE SECRETARY in Sunnyvale
has Ox Electronic Typewriter.
Also, Metaphor. to h
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lams. Editing capability. Phone
737-1304 for quote.
, REPORTS, Manuscripts,
MC.: 111140 SC II. CYMBIVSC..
547-114332 Mary/MV., 145-2541
TYPING,
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Quality
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at
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Service.
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far
edited
Typing
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TYPING

-
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PAST, accuraN and
100.1,
SI Wog

2e74355 after 2

Or
business
occasions
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In
vitatoons Ink
Call Colleen or
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PAST, PROFESSIONAL resumes
design, phototype and Print
Day/evening and
Saturday
Service I Ad Writers). Call 295
99112

SAY IT With
alternetive

Balloons

The

fun

Two
flowers!
doten long stemmed balloons
delivered for Valentine’s Day
to

birthdays, or lust to say "1 love
you," Lofty Thoughts Balloon
CO. Call 2115.919a.
WEDDING SPECIAL
70 Color Prints
Album, 5 hours of photography
Bride keeps the negatives snO
To
row
plus TAO
wedding date, call
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Ouaiitv Wedding Photograph,
for
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Fly
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spelling. IBM Selectric. Cull
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typing

BM Selectric

II MIlkerrecting PiCk up and
10 years
dNivent on campus

TYPING, THESIS, Term Papers,
etc.
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and
last.
Reasenable rates. Call 2694474.

Research papers, resumes, ltd.
Ask tor Marcia Morton at 244.
9441

Peruvian Culture, Contact Dr.
Hamilton. Foreign s
, al
277 2S74

Deadlines gu aaaaaaaaa

Reasonable rates. IBM Select.<
Ill. Call Jan, 723.1556, In San
JON.

at 2311-2099 between Sand lip...,

work
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WILLOW
Quality

PAST, Accurate and
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Theses, Resume.

long after the sweetness Of. low
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at
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page lOr resumes 1,0(1 help
w/set up/. Cash only No checks
please. Remember
The bitterness of poor quality remainS

TYPING. ONE letter to large mail

Neat,

Reports,

TYPING:

Reports

Jose, Call KaIhN 01 571-3214.

Timms,

Choice of Memento

years

teed.
IBM Correcting 5electric II, All
work proofed and edited for

experience. Neat, accurate. All
formats.
, resumes,
,
di
ions.
Doadlhoes g sssss teed. So. San

lists,

70

SJSU students.

TYPING. TOP quality

TYPING BY a pmif.solooal, Si years

SUMMER STUDY in Peru. Earn up
to 7 units next summer. A total
immers KM 7 week experience at

Daytivs.

Call

TYPING
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my

home.
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Electronic 14 MPowrittn, N.rn,
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trips
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percent off. For free brochure
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I’LL

1140
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any time. 51.50 per page.

Accurate
TYPING:

11431171CeS.

Santa Clara

area. CIl Tony at 2941017.

Area. Call Janet 11 227-9503

TYPING

Witch’s correctable. 110 wpm.
11 years experience. All typing

TYPING

and dissertations. Approved by
SJSU Graduate Office. IBM
Selectric

A corn
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i Om Elmtric
St per page,

WHIT EWAT ER

River RIfing, 337 Palmer Ave
Apts.. CA 95003,

TYPING

THESES,

reports,
51 per full

EXPERIENCED SMY
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TYPING/

etc IBM Selectrx
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0015
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TYPING. IBM !tech’s. SI per page.
Editing. Phone: 5744457.
TYPING

5IM/140l spaced Pag..
Stoics turn.around, can pick slIt
Idaldeliver Call IM 7044

sssss DABLE, CUSTOM designed
invitations for weddings, parties

wart/.
SKY DIVE: Our complete fent wrap
is 155, group rate. Mil. All

PART AND FultTime Work In
Professional Cleaning Service.

ship, wide map selection, books,
backpacks and voltage con
verters. Trip and Travel, 140W

STRONG COUPLE desired to care
for old estate In we sssss for

SPACIOUS APTS, avail. I bdrIn,
211.1.
One
blk
from
SJSU.

7750304

I pm.

Services

LOOKING FOR A
wedding photographer?

fireplace,

printed,

HEY ATO

man.

SAN JOSE Residence Club and
Mother Olson’S Lodging Houses:
Great guys and gals. Kitchen.

PROFESSIONAL
typeset,
composed,

04-14 Hr. 211-1722.

USA.
Filed
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Merchandise
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month 4.111 move in before 41
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mattress
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MARINE

Security Owning wills garage,

USED FURNITURE Dinettes from
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Lamps
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Flame: It’s time for a groovy
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to
Phyllis.
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Wed -Sal.

1149.M.

classes. Call

RESUMES

pkkup and delivery, real. MOM.
COWABUNGAI

survey

m
OPENINGS this summer at
Inc
camp
Krnrolt,
Ilniol Judaism, in S. Cala. Call

PAID VACATION: I am a disabied
grad. student seeking an aide
BEER MAKING kit. Makes 404101,
$37.95. her Mabel of America,
IMO N. 4111. Cell 111-6647.

Esteban.

Housing

per month

moor

For Sale

eventng

Sacraments, CA MM.

Camp
GAY STUDENT Union Moyle Night,

Distribute

JOBS IN Alaska, Summer. year.
round High pay, $100 to S3,011

14441131 Mr free demonstration
KIM’S HAIR Styling, Gals, Guys
Ile. Special Tem.-Wed., IS. MO

MERIL IDA To quiero much con
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WHITEWATER .3535 Watt Ave..

ALASCO,
Methodist
Church
PAUL’S
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NM St. For information about
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NIT N’ RUN, Wedding/Party Band.
’Top 40 music, animating to all
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Experts discuss works as art show closes
by Ted Catenesi
A panel of five
professional artists and
teachers closed the first
graduate art show Friday
by discussing 68 pieces that
were displayed for two
weeks in four of the Art
Building’s galleries.
The panelists were
Suzanne Foley, curator at
the San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art; Jim Rosen,
artist and teacher at Santa
Rosa Junior College;
Casey Fitzsimons, artist
and teacher at the San
Francisco Art Academy;
Paula Kirkeby, director of
the SmithAndersen Art

photo by Norma Mireares

Panel members (from left) Paul Steiger, Paula Kirkeby, Casey Fitzsimons,
Jim Rosen and Suzanne Foley critique graduate students work.

Gallery in Palo Alto; and historical trends in art.
"The people here are
Paul Steiger, artist and
teacher in the SJSU Art operating on a professional
level," Fitzsimons said of
Department.
Staiger also was the 68 who were involved in
the show.
moderator of the panel.
One student asked the
As the audience of

Artistic trends discussed
as the audience listened
about 100, mostly students
who had work in the show,
the
panel
listened,
discussed how the pieces
relate to the Bay Area,
national, international and

panel the difference between professional and
student art.
"1 think there is a
difference and it’s in the
seriousness of the work,"

REGISTRATION
changes are bound to come up, Tuthill
said.

-continued from page 1
"We know that new students tend to
enroll at the university that gives them the
first opportunity to register."

"We’re hoping a year or two down the
road, we’ll be able to eliminate walkthrough registration altogether," she said.

When students must register for
classes before finals, certain program

the lowest form

of humor

orny f

.spartagui(

C.

Sigma Alpha Mu is holding an open party Friday at 8
p.m. at 3325. llth Street. For more information call Ken
Frith at 279-9369.
Campus Ambassadors will hold a Bible study Friday
at 11:30 a.m. in the S.U. Montalvo Room.
A Peterbilt display will be located at San Fernando
and Seventh streets today from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Gary
Loggins, a 1977 mechanical engineering graduate, will be
available to speak about careers at Peterbilt.
On-campus Interview signups will be held tonight at 6
in the S.0 Ballroom. More than 100 companies are
scheduled to participate in the interviewing.
Spartaguide announcements will run on a spaceavailable basis.

Professor questions
nutritional research
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wash
wax
vac

75(
50t
50t

133111‘211113

2ND CAR HE A DQUAPTERS
416$. WINCHESTER 241-3446
Across from the Mystery House Financing available

A Weekly’

OPEN 24
HOURS
732 S. First
near Virginia
804 Lincoln
corner of Lonus

clearing in the afternoon. Winds will
be from the northwest at 10 miles an
hour, with a high of
62 and slow of 53.
Forecast by the
SJSU Meteorology
Department,

***

STUDY LAW
In San Francisco or San Jose
Classes
gnidaeLgninevE
Exam
to L.L.B. J.D. State Bar
Pre -Legal Studies
LINCOLN UNIVERSITY The Law School
281 Masonic Ave., S.F., CA. 94118 (415) 221-1212
1050 Park Ave., 5J., CA. 95126 (408) 298-3311

ALMADEN
Blossom Hill Rd.
at Almaden Ex’way
Next to Toys R Us
SAN JOSE

Corrections

4050 Stevens Creek Blvd.

Slightly West of
Saratoga Ave.

The Spartan Daily erroneously reported yesterday
that Indian leader Dennis Banks spoke Monday night in a
sociology class. He actually spoke at Alan Leventhal’s
AnthropcIogy 196 class.
We also incorrectly quoted Rebecca Graveline, a
candidate for Associated Students president. The
statement said the A.S. was "not conducting a night
student survey. The quote should have read "now" con
ducting a survey.

ALSO:
SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND/JACK LONDON SO.
MARIN/LARKSPUR WALNUT CREEK DALY CITY

SAN MATEO MOUNTAIN VIEW SACRAMENTO
FRESNO TORRANCE WOODLAND HILLS
PUENTE HILLS EAST SOUTH COAST
VISAIMASTERCHARGE OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Naliamiminor

TOMORROW NIGHT
March 27

’RIMY
A.S. Elections Board
In association with Grope

Associated
Students
Bicycle
Shop

CANDIDATES FORUM ’81

Upper Level
Student Union
OPEN
10:30-4:30

nICK5

presents
"Fantasy Night"
3 science fiction film classics

A Trip to the Moon 11922)
Things to Come (1936)
(at 8:00 pm)

Specializing in low-cost
maintenance and repairs

I

UAW AS

(41(00

ASTOR’S
COIN-OP
AUTO WASH

$688

BUICK

AM(

"Don’t you think that
when we see something
that reminds us of a style,
we have to reflect on other
art of that same style?"
Rosen asked. "But one
painting made me throw
away everything !know.

"I don’t think that booklet of Recommended
coffee is the cause of Daily Allowances and the
pancreatic cancer," he report of the McGovern
said. "But the things that Commission on Nutrition.
"I read about 300
are related to coffee
drinking (like smoking) journals a month," he said.
"It is my main hobby."
are."
He also emphasized the
A report published in
need for
nutrition
the March 12 New England
education in schools.
Journal of Medicine linked
"Nutrition education
coffee drinking and cancer
will be good for children in
of the pancreas.
the future," Briggs said.
Briggs spent time
Briggs was chairman
going
over
recent of the Nutrition Departdevelopments in nutrition, ment at Berkeley for 10
but was skeptical of most years and the founder of
developments. He urged the Society of Nutritionists,
students to wait until a
professional
studies on the discoveries organization.
are complete.
He ended his speech by
He used a wide array of telling
the
nutrition
reference journals in his students they were in a
speech, such as the British "good field, a field that is
Journal or Nutrition, the moving."

PRESENTS
’DRIVE AWAY ANY CAR ON OUR LOT FOR $21.
’With approved credit

"I resist the thought of
being an artist of one’s
time," Fitzsimons said. "I
welcome the existence of
historical shows."

photo by Pamm Blackwell

Dr. George Briggs from UC Berkeley spoke on "Current Trends in Nutrition" *
before a standing room only crowd last Tuesday.

Weather
Today’s forecast
calls for a chance of
rain in the morning,

The show contained a
variety of art media, including
painting,
photography, collage, print
making,
sculpture,
ceramics and weaving.

"I think they were
pleased with the work."
she said of the panel,
which, according to her,
contained
two
in-

by Richard de Give
"One of the problems
with nutrition research is
that we have more papers
being written disconfirming research rather
than confirming," Prof.
George Briggs of the
Nutrition Department at
U.C. Berkeley said in a
speech on Tuesday.
Briggs spoke to a group
about 50 nutrition
students on "Current
trends in Nutrition" as part
comof
activities
memorating
National
Nutrition Month.
Briggs spent most of
his hour-long
speech
dealing with a wide range
of subjects related to
nutrition, such as heart
disease, vitamins, cancer
and coffee drinking.

one toac over the Ion

The
panel
also
discussed the history of art.

’’We’re
trying
to
schedule the same
galleries for next year,"
Steiger said.

Margaret Stainer, a
graduate who organized
the student initiated show,
said the show was a success.

By having students decide on class
schedules later in the year, registration
coordinator Tomasso said walk-through registration will be less crowded and
confusing for everybody.

The new program is "generating a lot
of enthusiasm from those of us on campus
who have been fighting the battle for
years," said Jack Tuthill, associate
director of records.

"Student work doesn’t
slrprise me," he said. "I
can read it. I can understand it."

ternationally known artists
Rosen and Steiger.

"I was overwhelmed, I
was moved. And it wasn’t
all understandable tome."

"We make approximately 77,000 individual program changes every year, at a
time when it’s most difficult to make
them," he said.

Previously, new students had to wait
until late June or walk-through
registration to enroll in courses.

Fitzsimons said. "Although
sometimes I can’t judge
between the two."
Steiger said student
and professional art differ
in originality.

Flat Tire
True Wheel
Tune-up Special

$2.00
$3-4.50
$12.95

Minor repairs done
while-u-woit

Meet the Candidates .. Get
the Issues and the Answers

Student Union Upper Pad
Thursday, March 26
2:00 p.m.

The San Jose State Bike Club & Racing Teen,
is looking for new members First rolling
meeting is Friday 12:00 in front of the
Student Union

2001: A Space Odyssey (1968)
(at 10:00 pm)
at three for S 1.50
showlenes as indicated
Morris
Daily Auditorium
in
For more info. call 277 FAC

SPONSORED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

*
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wash
wax
vac
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ENTERTAiNER

A Weekly Entertainment Magazine of the Spartan Daily

’Black Bart, the Po8’ -- Play Review
’Back Roads’ -- Movie Review

- Seventh Edition - March 26, 1981
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’Thick-headed youth are recovering from
Ted Nugent and turning on to punk’

Page 2. The hilerlamer, Mar, h 26.1951
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night.
Monday
March 30. It is the highlight of the year for
movie fans. It is the one
big chance each year the
film industry has to
show off to the entire
world. After all, it is
Oscar night.
Sortie of the largest
audiences gather in front
of their television sets
each year at this time
with one thing in common. Whether the viewers have seen none or all
of the nominated pictures, everyone thinks
they know who will, or
should, win each award.
Of course, I am no
exception to this rule.
After all, what is a movie
critic who doesn’t consider the Academy
Awards his area of expertise?
There is one vital separation that must be
made when it comes to
the Oscars. The best performances don’t necessarily win. Illness, public
relations, timing and attitude are all factors that
come between quality
and winning.
So how do the races
stack up this year?
Best picture: "Ordinary People" should win
the award. Besides being
a fine film, it is inoffensive, unanimously wellliked and was made by
one of Hollywood’s favorites, Robert Redford.
"Raging Bull" is the
only other film with a
shot a winning, but too
many people, particularly women, were turned
off by the film’s abusive,
gritty violence.
Best director: Robert Redford will capture
the most prestigious

honor bestowed upon a
director for his first effort. "Ordinary People"
is Redford’s first film
and this would normally
be a strike against him,
but his is extremely popular. Also, the Director’s Guild voted him
best and they have never
been wrong.

Oscars are not always given
to the year’s top performers
Best actor: When the
envelope is opened, look
for Robert DeNiro to
win for "Raging Bull."
DeNiro is a veteran who
literally threw himself
into the role of Jake LaMotta. DeNiro helped in
casting the picture and
gained 50 pounds to play
the part. Robert DuVall,
"The Great Santini" and
Peter O’Toole "The
Stunt Man" have never
won before and are due
to win, but their films
were too small.
Best actress: Sissy
Spacek in "Coal Miners
Daughter" should win
the statue, but not without a dogfight from
Mary Tyler Moore. Spacek is the favorite, playing the only true female
lead role of the year, but
Moore could ride the
coattails of an "Ordinary
People" sweep. She also
has on her side, sadly,
the recent death of ther
son and the playing a
role completely opposite
her type-cast television
character. Besides that,
she simply gave a tremendous performance.
Best Supporting Ac-

DANCE/EXERCISE
CLASSES
WE ALSO FEATURE
DAILY it
530
330
1 130
:
1:30
130
R $1.50 7112 PM DAILY,

BALLET * TAP
JAZZ * TUMBLING
lie 2425

PLAZA t

CAMPBELL PLAZA
SHOPPING CTP

CHILDREN * 243-4834 * ADM TA *

4tI
*

tor: This is one of the
first awards given and it
will be a big indicator of
’how the evening will
progress. Timothy Hutton of, what else, "Ordinary People" gave, without a doubt, the strongest performance. But
this was his first film. Joe
Pesci of "Raging Bull"

looms in the background. Also, Hollywood veteran Jason Robards "Melvin and Howard" remains a threat.
If Hutton or Pesci wins,
their film will sweep the
awards.
Best supporting actress: This is a virtual
toss-up. None of the contenders have ever been
nominated before and
only Cathy Moriarty
("Raging Bull") was in a
major film. Look for
Mary Steenburgen to
win for her spunky performance in "Melvin and
Howard," this year’s
best. Steenburgen was
bypassed last year for
her role in "Time After
Time."
Best song: I would
love nothing more than
to see Willie Nelson win
an Oscar for "On The
Road Again," but the
award seems to be a battle between the energy

of "Fame" and the popularity of "Nine to Five."
Look for "Fame" to win.
Technical categories: The remainder of
the awards seem to be a
battle between "Coal
Miner’s
Daughter,"
"Elephant Man," "Raging Bull" and "Tess."
The latter should win for
art direction, cinematography and costume design, while "Raging
Bull" will win for editing and sound.
Winning these statues does not guarantee
winning any of the major
awards later in the night.
However, losing these
does mean losing the top
prizes later. If "Elephant
Man" or "Coal Miner’s
Daughter" do not win
here, they can be scratched from the best picture
list. If "Raging Bull"
doesn’t win anything in
technical categories,
even Robert DeN iro will
be in big trouble later in
the night.
But Tuesday, this
will all be forgotten.
There will be fits of anger from movie fans
whose favorites didn’t
win, but what will be remembered foremost will
be Johnny Carson’s monologue or the gown that
Raquel Welch was almost wearing.
People will no longer care that old "what’s
his name" didn’t win.
After all, it’s hard
enough to remember
who the winners were.

Wing’s
Chinese
Restaurant
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch & Dinner
Closed Mondays
6 blocks north of
Santa Clara St. between
3rd & 4th
294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson St.
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Comedic path paved
by ’Back Roads’ stars
by Greg Robertson
The last time director Martin Ritt teamed
up with actress Sally
Field. the end result was
the powerful film "Norma Rae."
The last time Tommy Lee Jones starred in

Movie
review
a film, he gave a tremendous performance as Loretta Lynn’s husband
Dolittle in "Coal Miner’s
Daughter."
And the last time
David Keith played a
supporting role in a
major film, he gave a terrific performance as a
rough inmate in "Brubaker."
Put together these
four terrific dramatic tal
ents and the end result is
.. a comedy That is exactly the mood of "Back
Roads."
"Back Roads" is by
no means another "Norma Rae," but it is an entertaining, amusing film
because of the exuberance and likeability of
Sally Field and Tommy
Lee Jones.
The script, written
by Gary DeVore, opens
with two drifters in Mobile, Ala. Field plays a
hooker, not a very successful one, while Jones
plays a boxer who loses
for the money.
When Jones slugs a
cop attempting to bust
Field for soliciting, the
duo pack their bags,
stick out their thumbs
and head for California.
When Field and
Jones are on the back
roads of the South, the
film is at its best. There
is a true chemistry between the two, an essential ingredient to a comedy.
It is obvious from
the opening frames of
the film that this is not to
be taken seriously.
Although director
Ritt shows seedy bars, a
brothel hotel and a lot of
Sally Field’s legs, she is
just too cute and too

witty to be a street walk.
Cr.
Sally Field is an allAmerican girl. She is the
type you bring home to
meet mother, not the
type that walks the
streets.
Field, who won a
well-deserved Oscar last
year portraying Norma
Rae, shows a terrific
flair for comedy. Working with Jones, she has
uncanny timing.
In one scene, Field
arrives at Jones’ residence, an empty "room"
between a garage and
the railroad tracks. Jones
tells her he pays no rent
and Field, dipping her
eyebrows, says, "It’s
overpriced."
Jones is making a career of playing second
fiddle to leading women.
Faye Dunaway in "Eyes
of Laura Mars," Sissy
Spacek in "Coal Miner’s
Daughter" and now
Sally Field all received
top-billing over Jones,
but he continues to give
performances that make
him a genuine star.
But everytime Field
and Jones begin to take
control of the film with
their comedic touch, DeVore’s screenplay tries
to get serious.
One sequence involving Field’s run-in
with a Louisiana madame is particularly bad.
It may have fit well in a
serious drama, but it is
totally out of place here.
Another sequence
invoilves the duo hitchhiking and being picked
up by a naive sailor on
his way to San Diego.
The sailor, played
by David Keith, becomes enamored with
Field, not knowing her
"occupation."
When he does discover the true Field, he
explodes in anger like a
little boy having his
dream shattered.
Keith, who looked
so tough as Huey, the inmate who never removed his sunglasses in
"Brubaker," looks and
acts like an anxious,
naive youngster this

time.
Martin Ritt does a
fairly good directing job
with "Back Roads." Despite being known for his
dramatic efforts "Sounder" and "Norma Rae,"
Ritt knows where the
laughs are and his camera follows them.
Ritt focuses on Field
primarily, even when
Jones is speaking. Her
facial reactions to Jones
are a heavy contribution
to the comedy.
But despite all the
positive points, "Back
Roads" is a fairly forgettable picture. Field and
Jones successfully handle what they are given.
but there could have
been much more emphasis on the comedy there.
"Norma Rae" was
such a huge success for
Field that she apparently
felt comfortable working
with Ritt again. Hopefully the duo will continue
to work together, only
once again, on a more
serious level

[Mac Davis film debacle;
’Cheaper to miss movie’
by Rich Robinson
It’s cheaper to miss
the show.
The Mac Davis
debacle, "It’s cheaper to
keep her" is an insult to
the film entertainment
industry.
Timothy
Harris, who wrote
something
vaguely
resembling a screenplay,
should be forced to
write for the National
Enquirer as punishment
for this film.
The idea behind the
movie was reasonable -a
divorced .man
working for a female
lawyer whose speciality
is divorce cases.
But between the
poor writing or Harris
and the acting capability
of Davis, the plot
becomes nothing more
than an excuse for
filming.
Tovah
Feldshuh
plays the female lawyer,
and although she has
potential as an actress,
one must wonder if she

is hard up for cash in
making this flick.
But it is Davis who
should really be out of
work. Thank God, he
doesn’t sing in this
picture.
Davis attempts to
play a Burt Reynolds
role. Cast as the hero
private eye, he attempts

Movie
review
to be tough and macho,
yet sexy and sensitive.
Well, that and a quarter
will get him on a bus.
Davis is a perfect
example of why singers
shouldn’t be given a
chance to act. He fails
miserably in his role.
When a person can’t
even do a good Burt
Reynolds, he should be
advised to hang it up.
As a private eye,
Davis is hired to track
down men who’s wives
are planning to divorce

them. One man he is
supposed to investigate
happens to be the wife of
his boss, (Feldshuh).
Feldshuh
is
repeatedly portrayed as
an incredibly stupid
woman, yet a thoroughly
efficient lawyer.
Well, in the end it is
Davis who gets his way
with Feldshuh as they go
off on a cruise with her
estranged husband’s
tickets. All deserving
though, because her
husband was planning to
go on the cruise with
another woman.
Another sub -plot
involved Rose Marie.
When a person sees her
name in the credits it is
best to ask for a refund
before the movie starts.
Fortunately, Rose
Marie plays a very insignificant role and is
only on film for a brief
period.
I wish I could say the
same for Davis.

ATTENTION
SJSU Students
Supreme Court presents

for just $4
All the racquetball you can play.
All the Gatorade you can drink.
March 27, /981
Friday night
7 p.m. to midnight

RE
i

RI

355 W. San Fernando
San lose, Ca. 951/3
(408)289-1340
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Saturday’s concert is a new start for her

Pianist returns to perform after eight years
by John MeNieholas
Pamela Pyle Resch’s
dream of a career as a
concert pianist began to
blossom into a reality
shortly after her graduation from SJSU in 1973.
But in the years that followed it faded and nearly died.
She celebrated the
triumph of a critically acclaimed London debut
and European tour, then
suffered the disillusion
and disappointment of a
career that failed to materialize.
She returns this Saturday to play at SJSU for
the first time since her
graduation, a bit wiser in
the ways of the music
world, but no less excited about her dream of a
successful career.
The concert is part
of a new beginning for
Resch, who recently
took over her own
management in a business where she said
"maybe 100 pianists are
making it big."
A career is "not impossible," she said, "but
you have to know how to
package and promote
yourself" -- a job three
managers since 1979
have failed to do, she
added.
Resch hopes not
only to succeed in supporting herself as a musician, but to share what
she has learned with
other musicians and help
them avoid some of the
pitfalls and pain she has
experienced.
"All young musicians expect a career to
just happen," she said.
"You’re taught that if
you just practice hard,
you’ll make it."
But in addition to
hard work and talent, it
takes "a gimmick or a lot
of money to hire a big’
name manager from
New York." Her experience has taught her that
a career doesn’t just happen.
Resch has been play.
ing since she was three,
when her mother, a
piano teacher, began giving her lessons.
She was seven when

she heard her first concert with orchestra and
piano and from then on,
she said, she knew she
wanted to be a concert
pianist.
"It’s all I’ve ever
wanted to do."
After graduating
with honors from SJSU
she debuted in London
at Wigmore Hall, where
"Rubenstein and many
other great pianists debuted," she said.
The London Daily
Telegraph’s critic wrote
somewhat prophetically,
"If ... America neglects
this most rare talent, it
will be but a bleak commentary on that country’s aesthetic priorities."
She was invited to
return to Europe the
next year and in 1976
gave a concert in Hong
Kong which was sold out
and critically praised.
But, aside from
these engagements, offers of work came more
and more infrequent.
"I was waiting for a
career to happen," she
said. "I’d do a concert
and come home and wait
for someone to call.
"I waited and waited. It was awful."
In the years between
1976 and 1980, she gradually realized that in spite
of good reviews, talent
and desire, her career
was going nowhere. And
with this realization
came depression and
withdrawal. She stopped
practicing and her work
as a piano teacher suffered.
Many musicians go
into similar depressions
because of career problems, Resch said. They
become cynical and start
discouraging young musicians, telling them it’s
impossible to make it.
"For some, it’s serious you know, razor
blade city."
She was performing
"about two times a year,
whenever somebody
called and asked," she
said, and in 1979 finally
decided, "I’ve hit rock
bottom. I’ve got nothing
to lose by trying."

Classical pianist Pamela Resch tries out the piano
she will use Saturday night.
After some difficulty, she found a manager
in San Francisco, rented
Carnagie Hall in New
York and began the task
of restarting her stalled
career.
Her Carnegie debut
was much more difficult
than the debut in London, she said, because "I
wasn’t so naive. It wasn’t
magical. It was all hard
work.
"I knew I had to do
my best work and prove
to myself that I could do
it," she said.
Only 70 people attended though the hall
seats 300. "The piano
wasn’t that good, " she
said, "and I saw a cockroach in the dressing
room."
But among the 70
people was the critic
from the New York
Times, who called her
performance, "personal,
poetic, whimical, powerful and admirable.
Since then, her three
successive managers failed to find her more than
two bookings a year.
Last November, she and
her husband took over
managing her career.
Her husband Bill
graduated from SJSU in

1969. They met in the
SJSU orchestra. He now
teaches history and
music at Markham Jr.
High in San Jose.
"Billy’s been totally
supportive of my career," she said. "He’s for
it 100 percent."
He is also a professional musician, playing
trumpet in local jazz and
show bands. There are
no conflicts between
their careers because
they are both musicians,
she said.
Tours and trips are
arranged when he isn’t
teaching so they both
can go. He works with
her doing booking and
promotion.
Now in addition to
the six hours a day spent
practicing on the 1906
Steinway grand piano in
their San Jose home.
Resch spends one hour a
day working on bookings and promotion and
distributing the album
she recently recorded on
her own.
The recording of the
long and difficult Goldberg variations, written
by J.S. Bach for his best
student, has been well
received and led to a contract with Orion Records

to do an album of works
by Cramer, a contemporary of Beethoven.
She is also doing a
three-performance series
in Switzerland this summer. The invitation was
the only one received in
reply to 50 letters sent to
Europe, which Resch
said was a good return
rate.
She’s now in the
midst of putting out a
mailing of three thousand pieces, working on
next summer’s program
and on her upcoming el.
bum and she is as optimistic about success as
she is dedicated to her
career.
"I just decided to be
positive about it," she
said.
"I’m giving myself
ten years to have a
couple of recordings, to
play 10 good concerts, to
perform with one good
orchestra a year," she
said, and eventually
hopes to get a "big-name
manager from New
York."

"I have no idea what
my career will turn out
to be but 1 know it’s not
going to just happen."
Her performance
Saturday, at 8 p.m, in the
S.U. Almaden Room is a
benefit for St. Joseph’s
school.
Resch will also give
a free lecture on booking
and promotional techniques for student musicians at the SJSU Con.
cert Hall Thursday.
April 2, at I 1:30 a.m.

MARCUS
CLOTHING
12000 Berryessa Rd
HIGH QUALITY BAGGIES
AT JUST

$15.00
HURRY BEFORE
THEY ARE ALL GONE
LOCATED AT
THE
SAN JOSE
FLEAMARKET
STALL F23 & F24
FOR INFORMATION
CALL CATHERINE
14151 865-6887

1

JAZZ up
Your Life
The Garden City
features famous
jazz musicians,
elegant dining
and the excitement of our card
room.

Fine Food. Spirits and Gaming
360 South Saratoga Avenue
at Stevens Creek Boulevard
San Jose, CA 95129
Telephone 408 244-3333
DINNER SERVED UNTIL 12 A.M.
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Candid Camera
visits San Jose
It’s engrained in almost every television
watcher’s psyche. A
strange or ludicrous situtation takes place in reallife, and one immediately looks around for Allen
Funt to jump out from
behind a wall/tree/truck
and say, "Smile, You’re
on Candid Camera!"

tam n filmed nudity and
explicit language.
Funt said his purpose for the hidden
cameras and microphones is to catch people
off-guard and to make
them laugh at themselves. He said his work
has always been in the
spirit of fun. His audi-

Allen Funt will bring his new
show to San Jose Sunday
Publicap Photo

Black Bart, the P08, opened Saturday at the Studio Theatre.

Unique sets enhance old west
by Bruce Buckliutid
An unusual scene
greeted theatergoers at
SJSU’s Studio Theatre
Saturday night as they
filed into the auditorium
to see the SJSU drama
department’s "Black
Bart, the Po8."
audience,
The
comprised of mostly
children, found they
would not be sitting in
conventional
the

Play
review
conauidence-stage
figuration, but would sit
on the floor in the
middle of the room,
surrounded by a stage
that is arranged around
the edge of the auditorium.
This innovation set
the audiences’ excpectations for an unusual
show, and they weren’t
disappointed!
The action took
place at strategic points
around the edges of the
auditorium as actors
entered from side doors.
Their entrances and
exits followed one
another in sequence,
with no two scenes
playing opposite each
other at the same time.
Every part of the
improvised sets was
imaginative and con-

tributed to the overall
impression of the Old
West desired by director
Robert Jenkins.
There were slide
screens on both sides in
the front of the theater.
Western scenes such as
canyons and fields of
wild flowers were
projected onto the
screen, changing as
needed to reinforce each
scene.
The other sets were
simple wooden facades
and improvisations that
were unpretentious, but
effective.
The lighting was one
of the most important
features of the play,
setting the time of day
and the mood.
David
Actors
Hereford and Virgil
Evers played two crusty
old westerners whose
were
reminiscences
enacted onstage. They
would begin by telling a
story, which would then
be depicted by the actors
around the stage.
The story follows
the history of California
from the time of Cortez,to the discovery of
gold at Sutter’s Mill and
beyond to the time of
Black Bart, a legendary
figure in California
history who really
existed.
Balck Bart was a
Robin Hood of the Old
West who robbed the

rich, but had a good
heart. He never injured
anyone during his 28
successful robberies, and
he vanished without a
trace after he was finally
apprehended.
The action of the
story is stylized and
impressionistic. There is
no violent action or
contact between the
actors, and much is
accomplished with
sound effects, lighting
and illusion rather than
actual representation of
events.
Virtually all of the
acting was good, from
the young Indian
daughter to the old men
who swap stories on the
front porch.
Especially noteworthy were Carl Shanks as
young Ben Hallawday

and Jerry McAllister as
Quiberon. Quiberon, the
snarling Frenchman, is
the funniest character in
the show.
This is an excellent
show for kids. It is being
used this week as an
instructional tool for
fourth, fifth and sixth
grade -level students
from elementary schools
in the San Jose area
because it presents
history without being
boring. The production
is factual for the most
part, but is interesting
and presents a story with
interesting characters.
But parents will
enjoy it too. Those in the
audience last Saturday
were charmed and
delighted by the show’s
warmth, inventiveness
and professionalism.

C01-011El.
I-Ceb
Mongolian
Barbecue

ALLYOU
CAN EAT s625

ences and victims alike
have loved it, as reflected by years of high ratings in the television ratings.
Besides
media
pranks, Funt has also directed his attention
toward movie shorts,
books, record albums
and sales training films
for some major corporations.
Tickets for the non televised New Candid
Camera show are on sale
at all major Bay Area
outlets.

MALaiNlycDOVVELL

C4.11,1_1 tea, AN10 Pt NTKILIST FILMS INTERNAIONAL
PM

Cooked
infront
of you
by our
Chef

Child’s dinner 112 price
Lunches from $2.60

2425 S. Bascom Ave., Campbell 371-5015
0.5 mile moth of the Pnineyerd1Ceoeed Monday
,ch 1110-3, Dinner Tim. ..Thum 54,
Fri Sal 810, Sun. 44

Now, Allen Funt
will bring his new Candid Camera show to the
San Jose Center for Performing Arts on Sunday.
March 29 at 7:00 p.m.
This show will condense into two hours the
more memorable moments from over 25
years of Candid Camera’s weekly television
segments. The show will
highlight amusing anecdotes which will be followed by a question and
answer period by Funt.
The show does con-

Mila11/v1 NAL DONELL
TERESA ANN SAWY
HELEN MIRREN
PETERLYT0011
CALk%LILA
JHN CIELCUD. NOWA
ADAITTD WM AN OWINAI 9.:14INPIAY NY CORE VIM
PRODUCT BY DOR CUCCIONE AND TRANIX1 POSSE LUNI
WLI. 0 AMITE
10100Milli CI 1116 illAt 00 (00 00011.100 ICI

HELD OVER BY DEMAND
SHOWTIMES DAILY
4:00, 7:00 and 9:45

366 So. First, San Jose 294-3800
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Music

photos by Norma M mores

Left the center: Dead Kennedys’ lead singer Jell Biafra
Ian (right), wild in a recent concert.

drives an unidentified

Dead Kennedys come alive in wild madness
by Nancy Gibson
The Dead Kennedys
are "cultural terrorists,"
lead singer Jello Biafra
said, "trying to change
things with music instead of guns. Something must be
changing because punk
has come to San Jose.

Concert
review
The Hotel Sainte
Claire in downtown San
Jose used to be quiet and
unobtrusive. But that
was before the San Francisco -based Dead Kennedys and two other punk
rock bands descended
upon it recently in the
first major event of its
kind to hit the South
Bay.
The band’s unusual
name is designed to
bring out a "perverse audience" Biafra said, and

that it did.
Such a gathering of
authentic punk rockers
complete with multicolored, spike hair -dos,
chains and lots of leather
is a rare sight in this city.
Biafra was right.
They seemed to literally
"crawl out of the woodwork" of the San Jose
area, and for once they
found a reason to stay.
The evening opened ’
with two local bands,
The Retorts from San
Jose and Social Unrest
from Hayward. The first
band put on an enjoyable
45-minute set. The lyrics
were unintelligible, but
the rapid, crashing beat
of the bass and drums
was exciting.
Punk rock does not
have to sound like noise,
but what Social Unrest
played was 30 minutes of
just that noise.
The gaunt lead singer, wearing his hair in
spiked Sid Vicious style,
was screaming so loudly

the veins in his neck
stood out. The lyrics
were garbled nonsense
accompanied by music
so loud and harsh it was
a good thing the songs
were so short.
By the time the Kennedys came on, the ballroom was almost packed
with a crowd of about
250 people. The repetitive thundering beat
whipped the crowd near
the stage into a frenzy.
They were like a mob
gone mad, pogoing spastically, bumping into one
another and Knocking
people down.
Their sweating faces
were expressionless as
their bodies jerked violently to the raging
music.
Lead singer Biafra
was like a madman on
stage, flinging himself
into the crowd and making bizarre gestures.
At one point he pulled out a jar of mayonnaise and smeared it

over himself, then threw
blobs of it into the
crowd.
"This was a cool audience,- Biafra said. "I
liked them.
"They may have
looked like they were
wild, but they weren’t
fighting and nobody got
hurt."
Biafra prefers low
stages to high because
they allow greater contact with the audience
and "make it more fun".
"High stages treat
the audience like cattle."
The punk scene in
Los Angeles is much
worse, drummer Darvon
Peligro said.
"For most bands
they have to have riot
control," he said. "It’s total violence."
Band members Biafra, Peligro, Klaus, Fluoride and East Bay Ray
are talented musicians
and they put on a wild
but enjoyable hour-long
set.

The Dead Kennedys
have recorded one album, "Fresh Fruit for
Rotting Vegetables," recently released in the
United States on the IRS
label. They may record
again next fall, but not
with the same company.
"We will sign with a
company one at a time so
we don’t get used and
turned into cartoons like
The Ramones were,"
Biafra said.
"There are a lot of
good bands in the United
States, but they don’t get
a chance because the record companies are
against anything hard edged."
People like Jim Morrison couldn’t get signed
now, Biafra said.
The record companies "are trying to sedate
us- with artists like
Christopher Cross, Biafra said. "They want
people to sit in their
houses and be obedient

consumers.
"So
many goo
bands are passed over
It’s ridiculous," Biafr
said.
"Independent recor
companies are springin
up and eating away" a
the big company mar
kets. "They are puttin
out crap and look what
is getting them."
The Dead Kennedy
will be touring "Amer’
ca’s industrial was
land;" New York, Was
ington, D.C., Philade
phia and New Jersey thi
April. It will be their s
cond East Coast tour.
"We played there a
most two years ago an
the scene was reall
dead," Biafra said. "Su
posedly it has been rej
venated.
"After
all
thosi
years, the thick-headei
youth of America are re
covering from Ted Nu
gent and turning on ti
punk."
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Poetry

Headliners

Phyllis Koestenbaum and Joseph Stround
Reading -- Friday, March 27, 7:30 to 10 p.m,.
in the S.U. Guadalupe Room. Admission is free.

The Houserockers -- Tonight at 9:30 at
Barney Steel’s, Redwood City.
Lydia Pense -- Tonight at 9 at the Bodega. Camp
bell.
The Toons -- Tonight at 9 p.m. at The Cellar, Los
Altos.
The Cornell Hurd Band -- Tonight at 9 at the
Country Store, Sunnyvale.
Silver Morning -- Tonight at 9:30 at Fargos Pizza.
The Old Mill Center, Mountain View.
Legend plus Hush and Night flight -- Tonight at 9
at the Keystone, Palo Alto.
Canned Heat plus Cinema -- Tonight at 9 at The
Stone, San Francisco.
Tribute to Billie Holiday featuring Helena Harris -Tonight at9 at Lambo’s, San Francisco.
Chaser -- Tonight at 9 at the Wooden Nickel. Santa
Clara.
The Neptunes featuring Glenn Walters -- Friday.
March 27, 9 p.m. at Barney Steel’s, Redwood
City.
The Pace
Friday, March 27, and Saturday. March
28, 9:30 p.m. at the Bodega, Campbell.
Peter Rowan and the Free Mexican Air Force -Friday, March 27, 9 p.m. at The Cellar. Los
Altos.
Uncle Rainbow -- Friday, March 27 and Saturday.
March 28, 9 p.m. at The Country Store,
Sun nyle.
Euphoria -- Friday, March 27. 9 p.m. at Fargos
Pizza, The Old Mill Center. Mountain View.
The Rubinoos plus Jo Allen, the Shapes and
Cinema -- Friday, March 27, 9 p.m. at thi,
Keystone. Berkeley.
Back in the Saddle -- Friday, March 27. 9 p.m. at
the Keystone, Palo Alto.
Mirage -- Friday, March 27, 9 p.m. at The Wooden
Nickel. Santa Clara.
The Carter -- Miller Band -- Saturday. March 28,
9:30 at Barney Steel’s, Redwood City.
Jules Broussard -- Saturday, March 28, 9 p.m. at
The Cellar, Los Altos.
Saturday. March 28. 9 p.m. at the Keystone,
STV
Berkeley.
The Rubinoos plus J.D. Berman Band and
Cinema -- Saturday, March 28, 9.p.m. at the
Keystone, Palo Alto.

Concert
Ambrosia -- with special guest -- Wednesday,
April. 2, 8 p.m. at the San Jose Center for the
Performing Arts. Reserve tickets $8.50/7.50.
Tickets may be purchased through BASS, San
Jose Box Office and the A.S. Business Office.

Music
Jazz Choir and Big Band Concert -- Featuring
Mike West, Dwight Cannon and Greg
Yasinitsky -- Monday, March 30, 8:15 p.m. at
the SJSU Music Department auditorium. Admission is free.
Electric Weasel Concert -- Featuring Allen Strange,
Pat Strange and Steven Ruupenthal -Tuesday. March 31, 8:15 p.m. at the SJSU
MusicAuditorium. Admission is free.

Ambrosia will perform at the San lose Center for the Performing Arts on
Wednesday, April 1 at 8 p.m.
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NEW 3-WAY
SPEAKER SYSTEM
(Model 985)
With Sound Quality So
Fantastic You Won’t
Believe Your Ears!
Giant size cabinets give rich resonant
sound to fill even the largest room
8119 sock ISM for Ms poirl.
’mos Elle= Although these wee
speaker systems are rather large for
the average room, their beautiful
walnut grain color blends well with
any decor.

This is

These wake% sysessas ant ow Of Wierentes
newest modals. Ole maw that meet $tores
don’t some hews this not solos In sieck.) The
line quality maim kw west Ilsteolow The
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(Model SR2001:1)

S YEAR SERVICE POLICY INCLUDED FREE

At a price so low,
It will shock you, and
drive other Stereo Dealers Insane!!!
76 WATTS RMS1,

This powerful AM-FM Receiver has an ample 38 RMS watts
Per Channel (times 2 ch.) into 4 ohms minimum continuous
power output from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz with less than
0.1% Total Harmonic Distortion.
But now you can buy
this great Marantz
Recetver, (Brand New
in factory sealed canon],
for only

Go lo Any Stereo Store in the City.
and ask il they will sell you this sarrie
receiver (Brand Newt for less than
the Manufacturer s list price of 8325.00

Sposker COMM.
AM-i M !Moss

WON,

w.

or

Touch I’ kgrolne

(that’s
right, only
one dollar],

wnen you buy one pair of
the speaker systems shown above,
at the price Advertised above.
Your cost for the Speaker systems
above is $149.00 each, for a total
of 8298 for the pair,
plus $1 for the Marantz Receiver.
Thus, your complete cost for the
complete 3 piece group
$299
is only .......

Centers, Inc.
Stereo Discount
1795W. San Carlos Avenue San Jose
292-3904

Zizwe Karamo of th
can People’s Revc
Party blamed the
murders on the U.S
ist system and sal
should be destroyec

photo, byir

Plan g
by Nancy Gibson
Student Union Din
Barrett, dissatisfied wit
the University Payroll E
handles late work study c
come up with his own syst
Under Barrett’s pla
Union work study studei
able to receive advanc(

Students c
if they rei
work study checks throw
account set up with the
Foundation.
.
The foundation, a
organization which fu
Student Union accounts,
with Barrett to set up
checking account for this
According to work
Linda Devilbiss, wo
students from all depart
receive short-term loaf
vances on their checks if
are late through no fa
students.
This is set up thi
University Payroll Depar
revolving fund account.
However, according t
the payroll department
want to have to go throu
paperwork required to
checks to all 1,200 w(
students on campus.
"They will postpone
telling them the check m
tomorrow," he said. "e.
require students to come
it is an emergency and ti
have to have the money.
"Having it and makin

Mag
Sa
by Bruce Buckland
An SJSLI professor wa
magazine and he didn’t lik,
Prof. Ronald Sleeker’,
and the giant California
section of a Life special on
"Life contacted me an
unusual things in science,’
said.
Stecker, 50, said he
SIONNISsommoseascrn

